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Eden wooden face, pulled her hand from her wrist, "I have someone I like, but that person is not you." 

 

Annie heard the words, her expression was stunned, but she quickly reacted, chuckling, "You are talking 

about the woman who was caught by you as a shield last time? Stop it, I can see that your relationship 

may be very close, but It’s definitely not a boyfriend or girl friend. Even if you like each other, it’s 

definitely not the kind of love between men and women. Unless you can tell me who this person is, I will 

definitely not believe it.” 

 

She looked at Eden and waited for Eden to tell her name. 

 

Eden’s thin lips twitched slightly, and she didn’t speak, and Annie smiled instantly, “I knew you were 

lying to me just now, and you didn’t like anyone at all, Eden, I know you don’t like it now, because you 

still I don’t know how good I am. When you know how good I am, you will like me. I have enough 

confidence in this.” 

 

 

"It's up to you, but don't bother me in the future, I don't like women stalking me," Eden said. 

 

 

Annie had to follow, and Eden gave her a light look, picked up her coat and left. 

 

 

Annie paused, lowered her head and saw a picture on the ground. She picked it up and looked at it. 

There were five people on it. In addition to Eden and the woman he used as a shield, there was Shen 

Qinglan, an international supermodel, who was seen today. Silly and international superstar Andre. 

 

 

Shen Qinglan's face in the photo is very green, looking like he was only fifteen or sixteen years old. 

 

Annie frowned. Did these people know each other long ago? 

 

 

However, since this photo was carried by Eden, it must be very important to him. Anne thought about it, 

put the photo in her bag, and thought of sending it back to Eden another day. Isn’t this one more grand 

and upright? It’s still a reason why Eden couldn’t refuse it. After thinking about it, Anne was immediately 

happy, and the annoyance caused by Eden’s rejection suddenly disappeared. 



 

 

"Give me a cup of Hawaiian love." Annie said with a smile as she sat down where Eden had just sat. 

 

The bartender put a glass of blue liquid in front of her, "Miss, your wine." 

 

 

Annie took a sip, her eyes were full of bright light. As long as she remembered Eden, her heart was 

sweet, even she did not know, why there is a perfect man like Eden in this world. 

 

"Miss, a man." A man's voice rang in Annie's ear, and Annie's hair was raised, and she subconsciously 

leaned aside. She looked at the man who talked to her, frowning, "Go away." " 

 

The men are not one person, but three people. They looked at Annie with a smile, "How boring is it to 

drink alone, it is better to drink with us. The three of our brothers promise to drink with the lady." 

 

"You are a young lady, and your whole family is a young lady. How far do you have to go to Miss Ben, 

Miss Ben is not interested in playing games with you here." Annie is impatient, a frequent customer of 

her nightclub, people like this are naturally See more, and have experience in coping. 

 

Like this high-end bar, ordinary men and women come out to hunt for beauty, but since they can come 

here, they are basically in good condition and have basic qualities, so that people will leave in a fun way. 

 

It's just that the ones that Anne met tonight are exceptional. When they heard Annie's words, not only 

did they not leave, but they also surrounded Annie and looked at her cheek with a squint. Don’t be so 

sloppy about girls’ talk, girls are still gentle and cute.” 

 

Annie sneered, holding her chest in both hands. "Gentle? The last thing your sister does is gentleness. 

You must get out, otherwise the sister will shout." 

 

A few people were not afraid, and he was giggling around her, "You shout, you see if somebody justifies 

you." 

 

Annie glanced around. There were many people around her, and her eyes were on them. She looked at 

her and turned her eyes away. Anne screamed, and stood up and left. 

 

One of the men grabbed her."Beauty, this is where I want to go." 

 

Annie looked at them coldly, "Let go!" 

 

The man didn't let go, and his eyes paused in a proud part of Annie. He swallowed unknowingly. When 

he noticed his eyes, Annie's expression was even colder. She tried hard to break the shackles of the man 

without success. 

 



"Beauty, don't struggle anymore, give the brothers a few drinks." As he said, he was going to pull Annie 

into the bar. 

 

The people around looked at it, but no one said a word, and Anne's heart was cold. 

 

"Ah!" The man holding Anne's wrist suddenly shouted, and his hand suddenly let go. 

 

Annie hadn't responded yet, and Eden had pulled himself behind him.Looking at the broad shoulders in 

front of her, Annie's eyes suddenly became star eyes. 

 

"Warning, don't worry about anything." The man said coldly, holding his wrist, his expression was fierce. 

 

When the other two men saw it, they surrounded Eden one by one, trying to fight. 

 

"She is my friend, I can't ignore you bullying her," Eden said. 

 

"You said that a friend is a friend. I also said that she is my girlfriend. What's wrong with the couple?" 

The man looked disdainful. 

 

Annie looked indifferent. "Just like you are so cold, I will look at you? It's you who opens your eyes and 

talks nonsense." 

 

This was simply fueling the fire. Eden turned around and glanced at Annie. Annie spit out her tongue and 

knew that she had lost her word. Her temperament was arrogant. The typical lady's temper has never 

been aggrieved since childhood. See you now. When someone is provocative, it will naturally not 

endure. 

 

"Who are you, scolding mother?" The man yelled, staring at Annie fiercely. Annie stared back, bigger 

than her eyes, and her sister's eyes were bigger. 

 

Eden moved away, blocking the man's eyes. 

 

"Now we're leaving, please let go." Eden spoke lightly, firmly protecting Annie behind her. 

 

The man sneered, "Want to go, okay, let this chick drink with our brothers a few, and we will let you go, 

otherwise you don't want to go." 

 

Eden's eyes were slightly cold, not to mention that he was the mildest of his temper, but it was actually 

the coldest of the few. At this time, he looked at the three men's cold eyes. 

 

Annie's face also completely cooled down. She took out her mobile phone and wanted to call her dad, 

but was seen by another person, and she grabbed her mobile phone with her hand. 

 

When Eden saw it, he lifted his leg high and kicked the man in the arm. The phone took off from his 



hand. Eden reached out and took it back to Annie. 

 

The other two saw the scene, looked at each other, and raised their fists towards Eden to fight. 

 

Annie screamed, "Eden be careful!" 

 

Eden saw in the corner of his eye, a sideways, one leg lifted, one of them flew out suddenly, smashed 

heavily on the table next to it, smashed the ground glass, lying on the ground and coughed violently. 

 

Annie looked stunned, seeing Eden solve the others with three punches and two feet, and the worship 

of him in her heart was like the surging river. 

 

** 

 

Shen Qinglan came out of the police station with a calm expression, but Eden was annoyed. It was not 

terrible to be called to the police station in a fight. The scary thing was that Shen Qinglan even knew 

about it, watching Shen Qinglan listening to a big belly Eden came to the police station to redeem 

people in the middle of the night, and Eden couldn't help but glared at Annie fiercely, all of which were 

caused by this woman. 

 

Annie was stunned by Eden inexplicably. She didn’t know how angry this person was suddenly. She 

looked at Shen Qinglan with a look of gratitude. "Qinglan, thank you very much tonight. If it were not for 

you, I would expect tomorrow. It was banned by my dad." 

 

Today in the bar, I don’t know who reported the police. They were taken to the police station. Anne and 

Eden had nothing to do with them. The three people, the ones with repaired bruises and swollen faces, 

had just In the police station, he always threatened to sue Annie and Eden. 

 

The police station asked someone to come to bail. Eden called Jin Enxi first, but Jin Enxi's phone turned 

off. He originally wanted to call Jin Enxi when it was dawn, but someone who knew the police station 

called Shen Qinglan. Just because the last contact on his phone is Shen Qinglan. 

 

"It doesn't matter, just how did you come in?" Shen Qinglan asked. 

 

Annie cracked the story and said, "So this thing really doesn't blame Eden. It's they who find fault first. If 

they are not in trouble, Miss Ben disdains them." 

 

Shen Qinglan understood what was going on, looked at Eden with a smile, and Eden silently looked 

away, not matching Shen Qinglan's eyes. 

 

"It's late, I'll take you home first." Eden said. 

 

Shen Qinglan came by taxi, and it was because it was near the hospital. It was not difficult to take a taxi. 

Eden now sent Shen Qinglan to the hospital before sending Anne to go home, "Where does your family 



live?" 

 

Annie was already sleepy, and tossing so late tonight, she was so sleepy now that it was difficult to open 

her eyes. 

 

Hearing Eden’s words, Annie shook her head, “I can’t go home.” That’s it. She would be miserable if she 

got caught by her father at home.As soon as her eyes rolled, she looked at Eden, "If I go home with you, 

I will spend the night." 

 

"My family has no place for you to sleep." 

 

"It doesn't matter, I can sleep on the sofa or play on the floor." Annie said. 

 

"Either tell me the address, or get off now." Eden said coldly. Tonight Shen Qinglan saw such an 

embarrassing side, which made Eden very depressed. 

 

Annie looked at him pitifully, "It's already early in the morning, you have the heart to throw me alone 

halfway? What if you encounter a rogue by accident? I look so beautiful, just out of the wolf den , You 

really have the heart to watch me enter the tiger's mouth again?" 

 

Eden was unimpressed. "Address or get off, choose one." 

 

Annie pouted, "Okay, okay, I won't go if I don't go, but I can't really go home now. You can put me down 

wherever you see a hotel. I'll open the room myself." 

 

Eden started the car. 

 

Annie looked at Eden secretly with the corner of her eye and saw that he was really planning to send 

himself to the hotel. She couldn’t help but feel uneasy. She just protected her in the bar just now, and 

ignored her now. In the end, who said that the heart of a woman's heart is a seabed needle, and 

according to her, the man's heart is deeper than the seabed and fickle. 

 

She muttered softly in her mouth and the car was quiet. Her words fell into Eden’s ears without any 

word. Eden looked at the car intently. Anne snorted and took a photo from her bag. , Fell hard in front of 

Eden, "Now, give your things back to you." 

 

Eden glanced casually, his eyes suddenly changed, stopped the car, took a look at the photo, and looked 

at Annie fixedly, "Where did you come from this photo?" 

 

Annie looked at Eden with a dull complexion, "Don't look at me with such eyes, this photo was picked up 

by me, but I didn't take it from you." 

 

After Eden left the bar, he encountered a traffic light and unconsciously reached for his pocket without 

touching the photo. Then he realized that the photo should have been lost in the bar, so he went back 



to look for something, and then I saw something like today. 

 

"Thank you." Eden opened his mouth and put the photo. This time he put the thing in his pocket close to 

his chest. 

 

Annie saw this scene, her eyes dim, "This photo is very important to you?" 

 

Eden was silent. He thought he wouldn't say it anymore. Eden suddenly said, "Well, it's very important." 

This photo is the only group photo of them and the only group photo of him and Shen Qinglan. 

 

When they took that picture, it was when they left the organization and were free.That time was their 

happiest time, and it was also the moment when Eden saw Shen Qinglan laughed the most. 

 

For so many years, when he was separated from Shen Qinglan and kept his promise, he did not seek 

Shen Qinglan and disturbed her life. This photo was his only comfort when he missed Shen Qinglan 

every time. 

 

"Did you know Qinglan long ago?" Shen Qinglan in the photo is very green and will not be taken in the 

past two years. 

 

Eden was not surprised that she saw Shen Qinglan, "Well, I have known her for many years." 

 

"How did you know each other?" Annie wondered. 

 

Eden didn't say it, just said, "I should know when I know." 

 

Annie is boring, "Eden, do you know what makes you crazy the most? You just like to talk half of the 

way, so you can't say it directly?" 

 

Eden looked faint, "I will go to the bar alone in the future." 

 

Uh, how did the topic change so quickly?Annie silently thought, suddenly her eyes lit up and looked at 

Eden expectantly, "Are you just caring about me? Eden, actually you will return to the bar tonight, just 

to find me right?" 

 

Eden chuckled. "I think too much. I just want to find photos. The hotel is here. Get off." Eden stopped 

the car. 

 

Annie didn't get off the car, but stared closely at Eden, "Since you're looking for a photo, why would you 

protect me like that tonight?" 
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Annie didn't get off the car, but stared closely at Eden, "Since you're looking for a photo, why would you 

protect me like that tonight?" 

 

"Even if I see a stranger being bullied, I will help. It doesn't matter if you like it or not," Eden said. 

 

Annie's eyes flicked with disappointment, staring at Eden stunnedly, "This denies, do you really dislike 

me, or because you dare not say it?" 

 

Eden looked at her, "Annie, I don’t deserve you, so don’t waste time on me." His expression was so 

serious that Anne’s heart shuddered. 

 

 

"Even if this is the case, I won't give up, Eden, I will make you fall in love with me." Annie said seriously, 

and got out of the car. 

 

Eden smiled. 

 

** 



 

A week later, Eden confirmed that Fu Hengyi had no problems with his legs and he was discharged. 

 

Fu Hengyi’s legs are hopefully healed. This is a celebration of the Shen and Fu families, so on the day Fu 

Hengyi was discharged from the hospital, the two decided to have a meal together, which was a 

celebration. 

 

 

Shen Junyu came to pick Fu Hengyi out of the hospital. When Fu Hengyi still needs to sit in a wheelchair, 

Eden helps. 

 

 

"Dr. Eden, thank you for everything you have done for Hengyi and Qinglan. Tonight we would like to 

invite you to have a meal together and hope you don't refuse." When Fu Hengyi got in the car, Shen 

Junyu said to Eden with a smile. 

 

 

Eden shook his head and refused, "You don't have to be so polite. Qinglan and I are friends. I will 

definitely help you with what I can. As for dinner, it should be your family banquet. It is not suitable for 

me to go outside." 

 

 

"Eden, you are also my family." Shen Qinglan said in exchange for a touch of Eden. "It's enough to have 

you, but I've made appointments with others tonight, just forget it this time. " 

 

He said so, Shen Junyu could not force it anymore, "Then it can only be next time, Dr. Eden, please don’t 

refuse next time, our family is very grateful for this matter, you always give us one Thanks for the 

opportunity." 

 

 

Eden nodded with a smile, "Okay, I will definitely come next time." 

 

Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi returned to Fu’s home, just put down things, Chu Yunrong came, and also 

came with her, Mr. Shen, these days, Chu Yunrong is running to the hospital every day, fearing that Shen 

Qinglan will take care of himself But come, regardless of your body. 

 

 

So Fu Hengyi was hospitalized, Shen Qinglan was not thin, but Chu Yunrong lost a few pounds. 

 

"Qinglan, come and drink this bowl of soup." Chu Yunrong greeted her. Shen Qinglan looked at Fu 

Hengyi, and a smile flashed in Fu Hengyi's eyes. After months of pregnancy, drinking soup became Shen 



Qinglan's most fearful Things. 

 

Shen Qinglan, who is not afraid of anything, would be afraid of drinking soup, and Fu Hengyi thinks that 

such Shen Qinglan is inexplicably cute. In the popular Internet buzzwords, it is a poke. 

 

"Mom, I am not hungry now." Shen Qinglan said lightly, not looking at the bowl of soup. 

 

Chu Yunrong also knew that Shen Qinglan was drinking soup and was tired of it. Anyone who drank soup 

almost every day for several months, even if it was a different soup, the water would be tired. 

 

Chu Yunrong said aloudly, "Obviously, I went to a pregnancy test a few days ago, and the doctor said 

that the weight of the child in your stomach is light, it is best to add more nutrition. This soup mother 

has consulted a nutritionist. It’s specially made for you and guarantees you won’t get fat." 

 

Shen Qinglan is not afraid of being fat, if she can grow a few pounds of meat to make her weight 

increase a little, she is also very happy. 

 

Thinking of what the doctor said, Shen Qinglan was helpless looking at her belly. She had been pregnant 

for six months, but her belly looked like five months. Son, son, you said that mother eats a lot on 

weekdays. , Why don't you grow up, what will you do if you grow up and are not tall? 

 

Shen Qinglan took the bowl in Chu Yunrong's hand and sipped the soup. In her way, she looked not like 

drinking soup, but more like drinking medicine. 

 

Chu Yunrong took the bowl over and gave Shen Qinglan a word of plum sugar, "change the taste." 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at the plum sugar in her hand, and was a little surprised. In this case, plum sugar 

was her favorite when she was a child. When she did not like to take medicine, Chu Yunrong coaxed her 

every time she took the medicine and gave it. She eats plum. 

 

In the first period of time when she left home, she would think of plum candy every time she thought of 

home. She thought she had forgotten long ago, and this memory popped up when she looked at the 

candy. 

 

Shen Qinglan put the plum sugar in her mouth, and the sweet and sour taste instantly spread on the tip 

of her tongue. She pursed her lips. Chu Yunrong put the bowl away and said with a smile, "This kind of 

sugar has not been produced for many years. I also saw it when I visited the supermarket a few days 

ago. I don’t know if you still love it or not, so I bought it for you." 

 

"It's delicious and tastes the same as when I was a kid." Shen Qinglan said softly, his voice soft. 

 

Chu Yunrong's mouth was light, "If you like to eat, if you like your mother to buy another day, there are 

a lot of things in that supermarket. If you want to buy something, tell your mother that your mother will 

buy it for you." " 



 

"I will go with Mom next time. I haven't been out for a long time." Shen Qinglan said that because of Fu 

Hengyi's injury during this time, her attention was basically on Fu Hengyi's body, and Chu Yunrong was 

naturally not as good as before. Concerned, just a small move of her own can make her happy, and Shen 

Qinglan couldn't tell how she felt in her heart. 

 

Shen Qinglan suddenly remembered the scene of seeing Chu Yunrong for the first time. It was when 

several of them found the orphanage in advance. Shen Qian and Chu Yunrong came to pick her up. 

When she walked out of the orphanage with Shen Qian , I saw Chu Yunrong who was waiting at the door 

of the orphanage, where he walked around, his expression was anxious, and when she saw her, she was 

stunned for a moment, her eyes trembling, she wanted to hug Shen Qinglan, but Shen Qinglan was 

slightly Take a step back and avoid. 

 

Shen Qinglan still remembers the moment when he avoided Chu Yunrong's embrace, and the 

momentary light of Chu Yunrong's eyes died out. 

 

Chu Yunrong heard that Shen Qinglan was going to go shopping with her. First, she was happy, and then 

she was inevitably worried. "Too many people in the supermarket, let's not go." If this is accidentally hit, 

Chu Yun Rong really regretted nowhere to cry. 

 

Shen Qinglan knew what she was worried about and smiled, "Mom, I just went shopping to buy 

something. The doctor said that pregnant women's active activities are also beneficial to the future 

production." 

 

Her fetus is not big. Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi decided to still give birth after consultation, didn't they 

all say that giving birth was better for the child? 

 

Chu Yunrong has already given birth to two children, naturally knowing this, thinking about it, and 

having no objections, "I will go out and take a walk after dinner every day. Now Hengyi is stable, you are 

our focus. Followers." 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled slightly. 

 

"Oh, by the way, I got two tickets to the concert, the day after tomorrow, if you are fine, listen to 

Hengyi, and it is also prenatal education." Chu Yunrong said. 

 

"OK." Shen Qinglan nodded, just as she and Fu Hengyi hadn't been out for a long time. 

 

"The ticket is at home. Mom will bring it to you tomorrow." 

 

Aunt Zhao, Sister Song and Aunt Liu are preparing meals, and Shen Qinglan and Chu Yunrong are not 

here to hinder others. 

 

Chu Yunrong took out a few pieces of plum sugar from his pocket and stuffed it into Shen Qinglan's 



hands. "You can't eat more than you like, just taste it." 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at a few candies in his hand, smiled, and walked to Fu Hengyi's side to sit down. Fu 

Hengyi saw her happy, could not help but asked, "What is so happy?" 

 

Shen Qinglan looked sideways, "Is it obvious?" 

 

"Not obvious." It's just that he was very sensitive to her emotional changes, and he could naturally see 

it. 

 

Shen Qinglan gave Fu Hengyi a piece of sugar, peeled it and stuffed it into Fu Hengyi's mouth, "Give you 

a taste." 

 

Fu Hengyi's tongue swept over Shen Qinglan's tongue, bringing a burst of warmth, and Shen Qinglan 

glanced at him secretly, withdrawing his hand. 

 

Fu Hengyi licked his lips, "Well, it's very sweet." 

 

After hearing this, Shen Qinglan couldn't help but stretch his hand and pinched Fu Hengyi's waist. 

Muscles in Fu Hengyi's waist were all muscles, and the feel was not good. Shen Qinglan snorted slightly, 

withdrew his hand, turned his head not to look at him, Pick up a magazine and read it. 

 

At the evening dinner, Wen Xiyao also came. He was accompanied by Fu Jingting and Gu Bowen. Gu 

Yang is still in the army. He has already signed up for the selection of special forces. It is now time for 

special training. came back. 

 

Fu Jingting and Gu Bowen had been there several times while Fu Hengyi was hospitalized. Since the two 

remarried, both Fu Jingting and Gu Bowen had a lot of smiles on their faces. 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at the tenderness that Fu Jingting unconsciously exuded between his eyebrows, 

and there was a touch of relief in his eyes. 

 

Gu Bowen and Fu Hengyi were playing chess with the two old men, and Fu Jingting was chatting with 

Shen Qinglan, "Qinglan, if your tea house is busy but your aunt can help." 

 

She has officially retired this month. She has been working for more than 20 years, and she has been 

working long enough. For the rest of the time, she wants to leave it to her family to accompany Gu 

Bowen and Fu Fu well, so as not to regret it in the future. 

 

A few days ago, when Fu Jingting came home, he saw that the books of Shen Qinglan Tea House were 

still on the table, and he had never read them. This is why he wanted to come to Shen Qinglan’s tea 

house. 

 

Shen Qinglan was indeed worried about the tea house recently. When she first took the tea house from 



others, she promised that they would run the tea house well, but afterwards, one wave after another, 

she could not care about it. The business of the teahouse did not decline for a month, and it was entirely 

because she had found a good store manager. 

 

But now the manager is going to resign because she wants to return to her hometown to get married. 

She needs to find a new manager instead.This matter should have been resolved long ago, because Fu 

Hengyi's operation was delayed again. 

 

"Aunt, are you willing to help?" Shen Qinglan asked. 

 

Fu Jingting chuckled, "There is nothing unwilling about it, your current physical condition is not suitable 

for more labor, your aunt is now retired, there is nothing wrong with staying at home all day, it is okay 

to help you see a shop, or you are not at ease Give the shop to your aunt, and worry that your aunt will 

not continue to operate? 

 

"If I say anything to my aunt, I have nothing to worry about giving it to my aunt. I can't ask for it, 

because my uncle will not want it." 

 

Fu Jingting glanced at Gu Bowen's direction, "The two of us have nothing to do at home all day. It is also 

good to go to your tea house to drink tea." 

 

It was so decided. Fu Jingting helped Shen Qinglan take care of the tea house, so that Shen Qinglan 

could spend more time with Fu Hengyi. 

 

** 

 

The next day, Chu Yunrong gave Shen Qinglan the tickets for the concert. Shen Qinglan looked at it and 

found that it was still a VIP, and there were four. 

 

Chu Yunrong explained, "This was given to me by a former student. I am not interested either. Your 

brother and Xiyao are also reluctant. You can see who else in your friends wants to go and give the 

ticket to someone. Well, it’s a waste if you throw it away.” 

 

Shen Qinglan thought about it, Yu Xiaoxuan was only fond of eating, Jin Enxi loved all kinds of codes, 

Eden loved medicine, the other few were not in the country, only Fang Tong, but Fang Tong I just 

returned to the country yesterday. I don’t know if I am interested in this concert. 

 

She called Fang Tong, Li Boming answered, "Tongtong is taking a shower." 

 

Shen Qinglan told Li Boming about the tickets for the concert. Li Boming agreed directly, "Okay, 

tomorrow I and Tongtong will pass, thank you Miss Shen." 

 

Shen Qinglan said lightly, "You don't have to be so polite, just call me my name." It sounds really weird 

to hear her good friend's husband call herself Miss Shen. 



 

Fang Tong came out of the bathroom, and Li Boming told her, "That's exactly, I bought some things for 

Qinglan's baby this time when I came back, just to send them over. Is this concert official, do I need to 

change my dress? ?" 

 

Li Boming has already asked, knowing that this is a top-level concert in China, it is very formal, "I just 

watched it, the batch of dresses customized for you last time have been sent, you can adjust one to 

wear tomorrow." 

 

"Okay, by the way, this time when I came back, I bought some things for Dad and Aunt Ji. When will you 

go back to see them remember to bring them." Fang Tong said.Li Boming's relationship with his 

stepmother is not much intimacy, but it is definitely not bad, so when Fang Tong returned home to bring 

gifts to the family, he did not forget to prepare a copy for her. 

 

"Have your parents bought it?" Li Boming asked. 

 

"My parents don't need anything, so don't buy it." Fang Tong said indifferently. 

 

"Then don't send it to my dad first, and wait until you buy it for your parents next time," Li Boming said. 

 

Fang Tong looked at him puzzled, "What does it matter, my parents will not care." 

 

Li Boming naturally knows that Fang Chengzhi and Fu Fanghua are not such stingy people, but some 

things still need to be leveled off. Fang Tong treats his family well. He never forgets to bring gifts to his 

family during the Chinese New Year. My parents often ignore it. It doesn't matter once or twice. More 

times. It's hard to guarantee that the water splashed by the married daughter will not be said to say 

something sour in front of Fang Chengzhi and Fu Fanghua. 

 

These can avoid things Li Boming will naturally also help Fang Tong avoid. 

 

Fang Tong is a smart person. He might not understand Li Boming's words just now, but he can 

understand it when he thinks about it. He smiled, climbed into bed, and kissed Li Boming's face. 

"Husband, thank you." 

 

She was thankful that she had chosen Li Boming bravely, this warm man, always moisturizing her heart 

in a long stream of water. 

 

** 

 

The home of Shen Junze and Lu Yaqin, Lu Yaqin looked at Lu Jincai, his expression was embarrassed, 

"Brother, I can’t agree to the matter you said, the relationship between Junze and Shen’s family is not 

good, you don’t know, you let Junze go now Isn’t Shen Jia seeking Jun Yu to embarrass him? And now 

that Junze’s company is in your hands, what are you not satisfied with?” 

 



"What are you saying, Junze's company will always be Junze. I will just help him take care of it. When he 

graduates, I will naturally return it. If the company is in trouble, Junze is the company's Heirs should also 

contribute to the company’s affairs.” Of course, Lu Jincai said that he completely forgot what he said 

when he saw Shen Junze out of his house when he saw the company. 

 

"You come to my house to say such a thing, what about your face?" Shen Junze's voice came from the 

direction of the door, with a gloomy expression. 

 

Lu Jincai’s company recently marked a piece of land, which was originally a good thing, but who knows 

that the company’s financial director has embezzled public funds, and now no one can be found. The 

money he embezzled only knew that it was transferred overseas, specifically transferred. It is unclear 

where to go, so far no trace back, so the company's capital chain was suddenly broken, the project is 

unsustainable, Lu Jin didn't want to be someone else's own in a blink of an eye, once again Shen Junyu's 

idea. 

 

People in the Shen family hate him and hate Lu Yaqin. Although they may not like Shen Junze, he is still 

the blood of the Shen family, or the only son of Shen Rang. The Shen family will not really ignore him. 

 

"Oh, Junze is back. I haven't seen you to see your uncle during this time. Uncle called you and you didn't 

answer. Isn't he still angry with his uncle?" Lu Jincai looked at Shen Junze. There is no difference from 

the past. 

 

Shen Junze suddenly thought of Shen Qinglan's eyes, looking cold and disdainful. Now think about it, 

when she was shot by Lu Jincai, Shen Qinglan should have seen Lu Jincai's true face for a long time. It’s 

normal for her not to tell herself about her attitude and those things she does. 

 

Shen Junze laughed at himself, "I have no use value now, uncle, you don't have to be respectable." 

 

Lu Jin looked at him disapprovingly, "What are you talking about, is that uncle like that? You are my 

nephew, my only nephew. Uncle can care about you? Uncle still cares about you, as for the use, that It is 

something that does not exist at all." 

 

Listening to this, Shen Junze only felt extremely hypocritical. He didn’t understand how Lu Jin actually 

said such words. At first, he was brainwashed because of what Lu Jin thought. He thought he was the 

most concerned and loved him in this world. What about people? 

 

Shen Junze sneered, "Lu Jincai, are you not guilty of saying this? I am your only nephew, but you miss 

what my dad left me, and took away the company from me. Now I dare to tell you I care about me, I 

didn’t use me at all, so do you dare to say what you want to do when you come to my house today? 

Don’t tell me it’s just to come and see me. Such a lie. The former Shen Junze would believe that now I 

am absolutely Won't believe it." 

 

Before Lu Jin came, he had expected that Shen Junze was definitely not as good at speaking as before, 

but now this sudden sober person is really his obedient nephew. This is simply to judge two people, 



saying that it is not an exaggeration. 

 

"Junze, you are still angry with your uncle. If you really don’t believe in the uncle’s sincerity, you can go 

back to work at any time." 

 

"Oh, is it crowded out when you go back to the company? The people in the company are bought by 

you. What's the use of me now? You really want to show your sincerity, right. It's very simple. You leave 

the company and leave today. ." 

 

Lu Jincai's expression stiffened, "Junze, now the company is headless. If I leave, the company will really 

collapse, and my father's efforts will be ruined." He said sincerely, Shen Junze only felt that his stomach 

was surging . 

 

He waved his hand and motioned to Lu Jin to stop saying, "No matter what you came to see me for 

today, don't say it, you go, I don't want to see you." 

 

Lu Jincai had a flash of anger in his eyes. This one did not know what to do. He toasted instead of eating 

fine. He glanced at Lu Yaqin and motioned to Lu Yaqin to talk to himself, but Lu Yaqin looked away, and 

Lu Jin only hated. 

 

"Junze, since you are still angry with your uncle, then your uncle will leave first. When you are angry, 

don't forget to come to your uncle's house to play." Lu Jincai said gently. 

 

Shen Junze looked at the ground, not knowing whether it was heard or not. After Lu Jin left, Shen Junze 

looked at Lu Yaqin, "Mom, what is he doing with you?" 

 

Lu Yaqin shook his head, "It's okay, just come and see, have you eaten? If you didn't eat, my mother 

would do it for you." 

 

Shen Junze looked at her calmly, "Mom, you tell me the truth, I don't believe his purpose will be so 

simple." His face is somber, Lu Yaqin's heart trembles, since he knows that Lu Jin has not only women 

and children , His temperament changed, and now it becomes particularly elusive. 

 

Lu Yaqin hesitated for a while, and said the reason why Lu Jin came over. Shen Junze chuckled, "I knew 

he was not good to come over. It turned out to be my last value. Mom, next time he comes again, you 

can tell him, Don't worry about it, now I have nothing to do with the Shen family. I am not the grandson 

of the Shen family." 

 

It was a shame for the Shen family to have such a grandson. Anyway, his father left the Shen family 

more than 20 years ago, and now there is no difference between him and him. 

 

Thinking so, Shen Junze couldn't help feeling sad. 

 

Listening to his words, Lu Yaqin almost cried out, "Jun Ze, don't say that, you're killing me." 



 

Shen Junze's expression was faint, "Mom, these words are not aimed at you, don't think about it, you 

will be farther away from Lu Jin in the future, you can rest assured, I will definitely get my father's 

company back, I want to prove to them, I'm Shen Rong Son, she won’t be embarrassed.” 

 

Lu Yaqin looked at the door that was heavily closed and wept silently on the sofa. She held a picture of 

Shen Junze in her arms and murmured softly, "Agen, what should I do?" 

 

Digression 
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Shen Junze returned to the room, his face still gloomy, as long as he remembered that he had been 

deceived by Lu Jin for so many years, his heart was full of hate, and his uncle was really a good hand to 

hide from the sky. 

 

Early the next morning, Lu Yaqin did not see Shen Junze after getting up. The bed in the room was neatly 

folded. She looked like no one had slept. She didn’t know where Shen Junze had gone. She called Shen 

Junze and the phone showed that it was off. . 

 

Lu Yaqin's heart was a little uneasy. She called Lu Jin before, "Brother, have you seen Junze?" 

 

Lu Jin was still asleep. He was woken up and was very upset. He said angrily, "That's your son, not my 

son. Where do I know where he's gone." Then he hanged. 

 

Lu Yaqin was full of bitterness. 

 

At this time, Shen Junze was in the cemetery. He hadn't slept almost all night last night. As long as he 

thought of Lu Jin, he hated his teeth, and he dared to rush up to kill this man. 

 

Shen Junze sat in front of Shen Rang’s tombstone and looked at the photo above, “Dad, are you 

disappointed with me? I think if I were you, I would also be disappointed with such a son.” 

 

 

"Dad, you should have seen Lu Jincai’s ambitions long ago, and also saw my stupidity, so I handed over 

the company to Shen Qinglan. Sorry, Dad, I’m too stupid to understand your good intentions. If I could 

understand it earlier, wouldn’t it be the case now?" 



 

 

On the tombstone, Shen let the corners of his mouth lightly tickle, with a smile on his face. Like his 

father in memory, Shen Junze looked at the photo above and reached out to help him wipe away the 

dust. 

 

 

"In my memory, you are always busy and often go home in the middle of the night. I remember the 

longest time. I haven't seen you for almost a week. It's not that I went to the company before I woke up. 

It was me. You’ve fallen asleep and you haven’t come back. You didn’t even spend half of Lu Jin’s time 

with me. Dad, is it because of this that I will treat him as the person I trust most?” 

 

 

Shen Junze laughed, with sarcasm, he had been here for several hours, his hair was still dipped in dew, 

and his lips were pale, it was frozen. 

 

 

"Dad, don't worry, I will definitely get the company back, no matter what the price is." He said, trying to 

stand up, but his leg was numb for too long. 

 

After a long delay, he stood up and left the cemetery. 

 

 

Shen Junze did not go back to school or go home, but went to the Junlan Group. 

 

"President, the front desk just called and said that a gentleman named Shen Junze was looking for you." 

Yu Bin said after finishing his work report. 

 

 

Shen Junyu raised her eyebrows slightly, "Shen Junze? Did you say anything?" 

 

Yu Bin shook his head, "I didn't say it, I just said it was for you." 

 

"Then don't worry, let him wait, if you can't wait, you will leave." 

 

"Okay, wait a minute, I will tell the front desk, President, you have a video conference with the M 

country branch at 3 pm, and you will have a business entertainment with President Wen at 6 pm." Yu 

Bin reported Shen Junyu's schedule in the afternoon. 

 

Shen Junyu nodded and signaled that she knew, "You will help me to make an appointment for Kevin, 

the photographer at the studio where Lan Lan took the wedding photo last time. I want to see him." 

 



"Okay, when is the meeting time?" 

 

Shen Junyu thought for a while, "Just tomorrow at noon, well, half past eleven, don't tell Mr. Wen this 

matter for now." 

 

"Okay, is there anything else?" 

 

Shen Junyu shook his head. 

 

Shen Junze waited downstairs for a long time, and did not wait until Shen Junyu asked the front desk. 

The lady at the front desk only said that the president was busy and needed an appointment to see the 

president. Shen Junze understood that this was Shen Junyu did not want to see him, but it was also 

expected. 

 

He didn't say anything. He sat quietly on the sofa, waiting without any impatience. 

 

When Shen Junyu left the company, she saw Shen Junze as soon as she came out of the elevator. Shen 

Junze saw him and stood up, uneasy, "Big Brother." 

 

The smile on Shen Junyu's face faded, "Anything?" 

 

Shen Junze was stunned, "Brother, I want to talk to you. Just half an hour, no, fifteen minutes." 

 

Yu Bin followed behind Shen Junyu, and when he heard this, he reminded softly, "President, wait for you 

to make an appointment with President Wang for dinner. It will be too late before you leave." 

 

Shen Junyu nodded and looked at Shen Junze. "You see, I don't have time now." Shen Junze's eyes 

dimmed. "It doesn't matter. Brother, you're busy first. I'll come to you tomorrow." 

 

He turned sideways and let Shen Junyu leave. Shen Junyu said nothing and walked past him. 

 

"President, Mr. Wen's secretary just called to say that she is now in a meeting and asked you to go 

directly to the hotel and wait for her. She will pass by after the meeting, so you don't need to pick it up." 

 

"Okay, I know. I just did a good job and put you off for two days at the end of the month." Shen Junyu 

said. 

 

"Thank you, President." Yu Bin said happily, he had a vacation at the end of the month, plus two extra 

days, he can return to his hometown to see his parents. 

 

Shen Junyu drove away directly. Since Wen Xiyao said to go directly to the hotel, he went to the hotel 

and waited. 

 

For three consecutive days, Shen Junze was waiting for Shen Junyu downstairs in Junlan Group 



Company. Shen Junyu now even walked through the underground garage without leaving the gate. 

 

Shen Junze didn't make trouble, nor did he have to ask to see him. He waited for him quietly and quietly 

every day, from work time to get off work, as long as Shen Junyu didn't want to see him the next day. 

 

"Shen Junze is still waiting below?" Shen Junyu raised his head from the document and asked Yu Bin. 

 

Yu Bin nodded, "Yes, do I need to ask the security guard to drive him away?" 

 

"Let him come up." Shen Junyu said, he also wanted to know what Shen Junze wanted to say to him so 

persistently. 

 

Shen Junze knew that Shen Junyu was willing to see him, but he couldn't respond for a while. He looked 

at Yu Bin in a daze, "Brother really wants to see me?" He thought he would wait at least ten days before 

Shen Junyu would be willing to see him. . 

 

"The president is waiting for you in the office now. He is going out in the afternoon. If you don't go up 

and wait for the president, you will leave." Yu Bin said. 

 

Shen Junze quickly stood up, "Go, go now." 

 

After Yu Bin came into the president's office, when there were only two people in the office, Shen Junze 

and Shen Junyu, Shen Junze began to feel uneasy again. 

 

Shen Junyu glanced at his watch, "Aren't you going to talk to me? Now you have half an hour, let's say, 

what do you want to tell me?" 

 

Shen Junze hesitated and said, "Brother, I want to ask you to buy Shen's Real Estate." 

 

Shen Junyu's eyes fell on his face, and he could not see the emotion, "reason." 

 

Shen Junze said, "Shen Real Estate is a company founded by my dad. It is the hard work of my dad's life. 

I have no skills and can't keep my dad's company well, let him fall into the hands of the prodigal 

ambition. Now Shen is the financial director The money is taken away, and the company's capital chain 

is broken. It was at the time of the crisis. At this time, the acquisition of Junlan Group is also a good 

choice." 

 

Shen Junyu looked at him decisively, "Although Junlan Group is involved in the real estate industry, 

there is no shortage of Shen's piece of meat. You still can't give me a reason for my heart." 

 

Shen Junze pursed his lips and said his plan, "My dad gave the company’s equity agency rights to Sister 

Qinglan. As long as Sister Qinglan signed the agreement and gave me all the shares, I would lower the 

market price. Selling Shen’s shares to you at a price of 20%, so you can get Shen’s for very little.” Shen 

Junze thought about this for a long time, and finally made up his mind recently, or if Lu Jin didn’t come 



that day. Looking for him, Shen Junze will not necessarily do so. 

 

"Shen's is the company of the second uncle. When I was going to acquire, you were going to die. How do 

I know you are not going to set me up again this time?" Shen Junyu said casually. 

 

Shen Junze's eyes dimmed, "Brother, those things I did before were blame, and I regret it too, but now I 

say that those are no longer helpful, I have changed my mind, and I will never be confused again in the 

future, and I hope that Brother can believe I, this time, I am serious. My only request is to drive Lu Jin 

out of the Shen family, so that he will be the best at all times." 

 

It turned out to be revenge, Shen Junyu understood.Speaking of which, Lu Jin was able to master the 

Shen family so quickly. There is also his credit in it. Oh, and Fu Hengyi, the wife who loves his wife so 

desperately, with the help of the two of them, Lu Jin only managed the company so smoothly. , Even 

drove Shen Junze out of the company. 

 

Of course, apart from Shen Junyu and Fu Hengyi, no one else knew about it, especially Lu Jincai, who 

thought he was a clever man, and subdued the company's shareholders and executives. 

 

Shen Junyu’s eyes fell on Shen Junze. He naturally saw the changes in this person. It was really like what 

Lan Lan said. Only after experiencing the blow would this talent learn to grow.Just Shen Junze, this 

person, is also cruel enough, in order to avenge his uncle, even the company is willing to give it away. 

 

"Shen's business is for you and Lu Jincai. I won't drown the muddy water. Your own business will be 

resolved by yourself." Shen Junyu refused. 

 

Shen Junze was stunned, "Brother, I am really willing to sell you shares at a price below 20% of the 

market price. Could you please consider it? My dad is also your second uncle. When I was a kid, I heard 

my dad talk about it. After you, your relationship with my dad is very good, I would like to ask you to 

help me in the face of my dad, if you think the price is too high, I can still have less." 

 

Shen Junyu naturally remembered his second uncle’s love for himself when he was a child, but this was 

a different matter. Last time Shen Qinglan almost had a miscarriage, Shen Junyu wanted to teach this 

bastard that it was only in the face of the second uncle that Lu Jin mastered the company. 

 

This time I want to help myself, there is not enough reason, sorry, he will not shoot. 

 

Digression 
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She, Yan Xin.This was Miss Qian Jin of the Yan Group, but she was framed when she was ten years old, 



causing her family to die. 

 

He, Song Tingchen.The president of the Dorsett Group has been established for a long time, but he has 

never been married. 

 

Meeting 

 

The two met for the first time, forced to help, she kissed him strongly. 

 

Meeting again, she turned into a night elf, slipped into the hotel suite where he lived, and got into his 

bed... 

 

After three encounters, she transformed into an Emperor employee... 

 

Provoked again and again, the president is angry! 

 

Forced marriage articles 

 

One day, forced by his family to marry him to nowhere, he approached her, and asked pitifully: "You 

touch me, you are always responsible?" 

 

The little woman froze for a moment, and then her eyes flickered, and she said happily, "Okay!" 

 

[Pk beg the babies to collect!Thank you!] 
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Shen Junze knew that he was not so easy to persuade, he looked at Shen Junyu, "Brother, what will I do 

to help you?" 

 

Shen Junyu's expression was faint, "This matter is not that I will not help, unless you give me a reason 

why I have to shoot." 

 

Where did Shen Junze have such a reason, he knew in his heart that Shen Junyu was minding the 

previous thing, but it had happened, and he didn’t regret it anymore, "Brother, I can’t find such a reason 

now, but I still hope you can Think about it carefully. This matter is only beneficial to Junlan Group. I 

promise that if you buy Shen's, I will not definitely find you in trouble. I can even write a document." 

 

His sincerity is full, but these do not have any appeal to Shen Junyu, Junlan Group is already strong 

enough, without the icing on the cake. 

 

 



Seeing that Shen Junyu really had no interest at all, Shen Junze was completely disappointed. When he 

left Junlan Group, he was listless and obviously 20 years old, but he looked like a frustrated middle-aged 

man. 

 

 

Shen Junyu went to Fu's house when he went back at night. 

 

 

"Lan Lan, this is the cake I bought for you." He handed the files bought by the team that had been 

waiting for an hour to Aunt Zhao and said. 

 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at him, "Isn't work busy?" This cake shop's food is delicious. Even people like Shen 

Qinglan who don't like sweets like it, but the business of this shop is very good. Sometimes I buy a Cakes 

or other desserts have to be lined up for a long time. On that day, Shen Qinglan just casually said to 

Shen Junyu that he wanted to eat this Black Forest. Unexpectedly, Shen Junyu really bought it for her. 

 

 

"Not much work today, you want to eat, my brother is definitely going to satisfy you." Shen Junyu said 

gently, originally Fu Hengyi wanted to buy it, but it was stopped after Shen Junyu knew that Fu Hengyi 

had just been discharged from hospital and tried to rest as soon as possible. the Lord. 

 

Shen Qinglan was eating the cake. Seeing that Shen Junyu did not mean to leave, he said, "Something to 

tell me?" 

 

 

Shen Junyu casually asked, "Have you seen Shen Junze recently?" 

 

Shen Qinglan shook her head. The last time she saw Shen Junze was the year before, "What's wrong 

with him?" 

 

 

Shen Junyu told her what Shen Junze said today. Shen Qinglan didn't expect Shen Junze to be so ruthless 

in revenge, "Do you want to help him?" 

 

Shen Junyu shook his head, "There is no such plan at the moment." 

 

temporarily?That is not necessarily the case? 

 

Shen Junyu continued, "Don't think I don't know your plan, Lan Lan, last time you asked me not to care 

about Shen Junze's thing, was it for your grandfather, right?" 



 

Shen Junyu has long known that this sister's kindness is true, but indifference is also true. If you change 

into a person, how dare you hurt the child in her stomach. 

 

Shen Qinglan did not deny it, but said, "Grandpa is old, the second uncle is no longer, and he is also the 

grandfather's son. Don't look at the grandfather's mouth and don't care, but in fact still cares about the 

second uncle, Shen Junze is the only uncle. Son, the second uncle is gone, Grandpa is absolutely 

unwilling to watch him go astray." 

 

Shen Junyu sighed softly, "Lan Lan, you can be selfish, even if you really abandon Shen Junze, grandpa 

will not blame you." 

 

Shen Qinglan slightly lifted his lips, "Grandpa is very kind to me, and I don’t want to embarrass him." 

And this year, Grandpa is 90 years old like Grandpa Fu, and Shen Qinglan doesn’t want to worry about 

the old man any more. She is willing to help. 

 

Shen Junyu reached out to rub her hair, but put it down again, "Do you mean to buy Shen?" 

 

"No, not now, Shen Junze's polishing is not enough, but you can embarrass Shen Real Estate, make their 

situation more difficult, and push Lu Jin to the end." If you can make Lu Jin embarrass Shen Junze, push 

Shen Junze tighter. , The situation is more difficult, the better. 

 

Shen Junze’s character has been skewed, don’t look awake now, but the domineering and evil nature in 

his bones have not been removed, this can be seen from the way he dealt with Lu Jincai this time, Shen 

Qinglan is not like to drag the mud People, since they decide to intervene, they need to be perfect at 

once. 

 

Pushing Shen Junze to desperation is the best way to fight off all the corners. This was the method she 

used to discuss with Mr. Xiao after the phone call. Attorney Xiao was Shen Rang’s former friend, and he 

was still willing to help with this effort. 

 

"Okay, I know how to do it. Don't worry about it for now, my brother will help you." Shen Junyu said, 

"Where is Fu Hengyi, not at home?" 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "Well, there are some things in the army who want to seek his opinion and take 

him away." 

 

"The big night hasn't been sent back, and this unit is too indifferent. Fortunately, I didn't enter." 

 

Shen Qinglan glanced at him silently, "Brother, if your words are heard by your grandfather or dad, you 

will have your good fruit to eat." Grandpa Shen and Shen Qian have always regretted that Shen Junyu 

failed to enter the army. 

 

Shen Junze smiled, "So I told you to listen alone." 



 

"When are you going to take wedding photos with your sister Xi Yao?" Shen Qinglan changed the 

subject. 

 

"It's almost time. I have already discussed with the photographer. Xiyao is currently rushing for a 

project, and there will be at most one week left. After that, we will take the wedding photos first." 

Speaking of which, Shen Junyu looked at Shen Qinglan , "Mom asked you to ask?" 

 

"Well, you always say that you are busy. When you have no time, let me ask you when you plan to 

shoot." The Shen family knows that Shen Junyu is a full sister control. Otherwise, he can ignore it, but 

Shen Qinglan's words will definitely be Mindful. 

 

If it weren’t for Shen Junyu who wanted to accompany Wen Xiyao to take a set of underwater wedding 

photos and study hard to swim and dive, the wedding photos were already finished. “You can tell mom 

now that wedding photos will definitely be taken.” 

 

Shen Junyu left without staying at the Fu family for long. 

 

Shen Qinglan didn't lie down until Fu Hengyi came back. When she slept in the middle of the night, Shen 

Qinglan suddenly groaned, and Fu Hengyi woke up immediately, "What's wrong?" 

 

When he pulled the light on the head of the bed, he saw frowning and a pained expression. "The legs 

are cramping." 

 

Fu Hengyi sat up quickly and placed Shen Qinglan's legs on his legs, rubbing them gently. This was not 

Shen Qinglan's first leg cramp in the middle of the night. In the late pregnancy, Shen Qinglan's legs were 

somewhat swollen, and occasionally still She would have cramps. Fu Hengyi had to supervise her foot 

bath every day, and then massage her again. These days, the symptoms were alleviated. I didn't expect 

to start again at night. 

 

"It's okay, it's much better now, you lie down and sleep." Shen Qinglan said, she has not been sleeping 

well these days, and Fu Hengyi hasn't slept deeply, but whenever she has a little movement, she will 

wake up. 

 

Fu Hengyi rubbed her for a while, and determined that there was no problem before lying down, holding 

Shen Qinglan in his arms, "I have never been so annoyed that I was injured at this time, obviously I 

should take care of you, but let you take care of me." His eyes were filled with guilt. 

 

Shen Qinglan hugged his waist and buried his head in his chest, "Fu Hengyi, don’t say that, the couple 

who should have taken care of each other, you take care of me, or I take care of you, what does it 

matter, and you Take care of me very well. If you don’t believe you and ask your baby, he will definitely 

say yes." 

 

Shen Qinglan put Fu Hengyi's hand on his stomach and said softly, "Baby, did Dad take good care of us?" 



 

The baby in the belly gave his mother a face and moved slightly. Fu Hengyi's eyebrows instantly became 

gentle and watery. "She moved." 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled softly, "Well, this shows that he likes you very much and also agrees with what I 

said." 

 

The depression in Fu Hengyi's heart was dispelled by Shen Qinglan in a sentence or two. He lowered his 

head and kissed Shen Qinglan's forehead lightly. "Sleep." 

 

Shen Qinglan held Fu Hengyi's waist tightly and closed his eyes, but when he was asleep, Shen Qinglan 

suddenly said softly, "Fu Hengyi, I want to go to Nancheng to see Yan Xi." 

 

Fu Hengyi opened his eyes and looked at Shen Qinglan's dark hair, "Well, do you need me to go with 

you?" 

 

Shen Qinglan shook his head, "I let Enxi go with me." 

 

Knowing that Jin Enxi would accompany Shen Qinglan, Fu Hengyi immediately felt relieved, "Take care of 

himself." His request has always been simple, as long as Shen Qinglan takes care of himself. 

 

"I know, I just went to see her and I won't worry you." 

 

"Sleep." Fu Hengyi said. 

 

This time Shen Qinglan really closed her eyes and fell asleep. 

 

The next day, Shen Qinglan called Jin Enxi and went out. 

 

In Nancheng, Shen Qinglan went to call Dougs. Dougs was at the hotel with Yan Xi at the time. He 

glanced at Yan Xi and said, "I'm in the hotel now, come here." 

 

Dougs hung up the phone and walked to Yan Xi’s side. Yan Xi was sitting on a chair with her legs in her 

arms, looking at the sunlight outside the window. Recently, she often maintained such a posture. It’s a 

whole day to sit properly. Say. 

 

"Yan Xi, Shen Qinglan came to see you, do you want to see her?" 

 

Yan Xi's eyelids moved, and she muttered, "She came to see me?" 

 

"Yes, she's on her way now, she's coming soon, would you like to see her?" Yan Xi hasn't even seen Yan 

Shengyu these days, so Dougs is not sure whether she would like to see Shen Qinglan . 

 

"Then I'll change my clothes." Yan Xi said, standing up from the chair and Dougs exited the room. 



 

When Shen Qinglan arrived, Yan Xi was waiting for her in the living room. When she saw her, she stood 

up immediately, walked to Shen Qinglan's side, and looked at her quietly, "Sister." 

 

There were only Yan Xi and Shen Qinglan in the living room. 

 

Shen Qinglan leaned down slightly and gave Yan Xi a hug. Yan Xi's tears fell instantly. This was the first 

time she shed tears since Zhao Jiaqing was buried. 

 

Shen Qinglan patted Yan Xi's shoulder gently and said softly, "I'm late." Because of Fu Hengyi's affairs, 

she failed to rush in time. 

 

Yan Xi shook her head, "Sister, thank you for coming to see me." Her voice choked. 

 

Jin Enxi looked at Yan Xi with great pity in her heart. Even the girl's fate even couldn't help but a little 

sigh, God seemed very cruel to her. 

 

After a while, Yan Xi withdrew from Shen Qinglan's arms. When she saw Shen Qinglan's soaring 

stomach, she was more moved. She met with Shen Qinglan, but Shen Qinglan ran from the capital to see 

her. 

 

She wiped away the tears in the corner of her eyes and said a little embarrassedly, "Sister, let you see 

the joke." 

 

"Sad you can cry, no one here jokes you." Shen Qinglan said. 

 

Yan Xi ripped the corner of his mouth. 

 

When Shen Qinglan saw her expression haggard and turned pale, she knew she hadn't had a good rest 

during this time. "If you are tired, go to bed for a while." 

 

Yan Xi shook her head. The thing she was most afraid of during this time was sleeping. As soon as she 

closed her eyes, she would have nightmares, terrible and terrible dreams, but when she woke up, she 

would forget the contents of the dream, leaving only her body Drenched sweat was still reminding her 

that the scene in her dream was terrifying. 

 

No one said this to Yan Xi, even Dougs didn't know. She could only see that Yan Xi was getting thinner 

and tired every day, only to think that she was immersed in the news of her mother's death. 

 

Shen Qinglan reached out and helped her organize her clothes. "Have you not slept for a long time?" 

 

Yan Xi looked at her in surprise, Shen Qinglan smiled slightly, "I guess." 

 

Yan Xi pursed her lips. 



 

"Yan Xi, I'm sorry for your mother's death. The grief and sorrow are too weak, but I can understand your 

feelings, because I have also lost my closest person, but someone told me that everyone will have One 

day you leave this world, all you can do is to live the rest of the day. Your mother should love you very 

much. If she knows that you are torturing herself like this, it will be uneasy. How can the uneasy soul get 

a new life?" 

 

Yan Xi felt a pain in her heart, "Sister, I have nightmares every night. I wake up every day with cold 

sweat. I dare not sleep. I feel suffocated as soon as I close my eyes." 

 

Shen Qinglan's eyes narrowed, "What did you dream of?" 

 

Yan Xi shook his head, "I don't know, I can't remember, when I wake up, I will think of my mother's 

death, sister, I feel so painful to live." 

 

Shen Qinglan took Yan Xi to the sofa and sat down, comforting her softly, "Your mother is gone, but you 

still have brothers, and your friends, even for them, you should be strong. Since the dream is called 

Dreams are false, no matter what the scene in the dream is, they are all illusory, and you shouldn’t be 

entangled with illusory things." 

 

Yan Xi lowered her head, "Sister, you mean that I was so sad that my mother died, so is it even a 

nightmare to dream at night?" 

 

"Yes, Yan Xi, still that sentence, you should be stronger." Shen Qinglan said softly. 

 

She comforted Yan Xi softly, and Yan Xi listened quietly, silently. 

 

Outside the door, Dougs and Jin Enxi leaned against the wall. Jin Enxi looked at the closed door and 

asked softly, "Yan Xi's memory..." 

 

Dougs shook his head, "There is no problem for now, but recently her condition is very poor, and I can't 

be quite sure." Dougs, who has always been confident in her hypnosis, was also a little uncertain at this 

moment. 

 

"Did the cause of Zhao Jiaqing's death come out?" Jin Enxi asked. 

 

"It was found that it was heavy metal poisoning. Someone injected an excessive amount of heavy metal 

into her medicine." Dougs said. 

 

Jin Enxi's face changed slightly, "Is it really because of the homicide? Yan Shengyu has been investigating 

this recently?" 

 

"Well, the police are also investigating this matter recently. They are all suspecting Qin Yan, but suffer 

from no evidence, and now that Qin Yan is missing again, do you know where she went?" 



 

Jin Enxi shook his head, "I checked her, just after the incident, but no woman left Nancheng. We suspect 

that she left here as someone else." She told Dougs her guess. 

 

Dougs frowned, "Qin Yan is just an ordinary person, she has such a great ability?" 

 

Jin Enxi lightly ticked her lips, "Then is she not an ordinary person?" 

 

Dougus stared, "You know her identity?" 

 

Jin Enxi shook his head, "I don't know, I'm still investigating, but this woman is definitely not simple. I 

can guarantee that Zhao Jiaqing's death has something to do with her. I even suspect that Yan Xi was 

last… also unable to get rid of her." 

 

"What did you find?" Dougs asked. 

 

"No, I can't find anything, but this is exactly the strangest place, and my instinct tells me that this 

woman is dangerous, Dougs, you should believe my intuition." 

 

Dougs's eyes were slightly cold, and people like Jin Enxi, their intuition was the most accurate, especially 

the sense of danger. In this way, the reason why Yan Xi will encounter these is most likely given by Qin 

Yan , It is said that women are so embarrassed by women. As a woman, Qin Yan naturally knows what 

kind of encounter is the most terrible for a girl and can destroy a person most quickly. She still chooses 

this method to come Dealing with an innocent child, Dougs couldn't understand how cruel this woman 

was and how much hatred she felt in order to let her do this. 

 

"Are you going to pursue this woman?" Dougs asked. 

 

Jin Enxi nodded, "That is of course, this woman has successfully aroused my interest, but I want to know 

where she is." 

 

"If there is anything that needs my help, speak at any time." 

 

"You are a psychiatrist, what help can you do, as long as you look at Yan Xi well, it will be your greatest 

help." Jin Enxi waved, saying casually, Dougs was Eden's friend, she had seen it several times before, It's 

quite familiar. 

 

Dougs smiled, the smile on the corner of his mouth was cold, "Don't you know that the psychologist is 

also terrible?" 

 

Jin Enxi shivered and touched the goose bumps on his arm, "Dougs, you must not smile at me, you smile 

at me, my hair is all over." Her eyes rolled, "But, If I caught someone, I would like to ask you to help." 

 

Dougs looked sideways, "Oh? Who?" 



 

"A woman." Jin Enxi said, "This woman's mouth is very hard and very resistant. I caught her twice before 

and I couldn't get any useful information from her mouth. If I catch her again next time, You try your 

way, maybe you can know Qin Yan's face from her mouth." 

 

Just now, Jin Enxi's spirit flashed, and he suddenly thought of promise to be Mrs. Jin's adopted daughter. 

If Qin Yan was Mrs. Jin, then promise would definitely know Qin Yan's identity. 
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Dougs became very curious about the woman in Jin Enxi's mouth and asked, "Who is it?" 

 

"I can't tell you for now, I will notify you when I catch her," Jin Enxi said.Allen has been hiding behind the 

scenes for several months, even without revealing her face, so Jin Enxi did not know the trail of the 

promise, but she thinks that if she goes to find it seriously, she can definitely find the promise. By then, 

hum... 

 

Shen Qinglan comforted Yan Xi for a long time before Yan Xi gradually fell asleep, but her hand kept 

pulling Shen Qinglan's hand like a helpless Ha Zi grabbed the last straw. 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at Yan Xi’s quiet sleeping face, sighed softly, and covered the quilt to Yan Xi. After 

Yan Xi really fell asleep, she pulled her hand out and walked out of the room, “Dougs , I have something 

to do, Yan Xi will hand it over to you here." 

 

 

Dougs nodded, and Shen Qinglan took a few steps to stop, "Yan Xi has been having nightmares recently, 

but she has not remembered the content of the dream. I guess the dream should be the unhappy things 

in the past." 

 

 



After hearing this, Dougs stared, "I know, I will pay special attention to it recently, if not, I will give her 

medicine." 

 

 

Hearing this, Shen Qinglan had no objection, and left with Jin Enxi. When he walked downstairs to the 

hotel, he came back to Yan Shengyu. 

 

 

"Shen Qinglan?" Yan Shengyu was a little surprised. 

 

Shen Qinglan stopped and looked at the man with a beard and a haggard expression in front of him, and 

where there was the sun-like breath at the first sight, he sighed slightly, "I'm here to see Yan Xi." 

 

 

Yan Shengyu twitched his lips and said with a smile, "Thank you, is your own body okay?" He looked at 

Shen Qinglan's belly and unconsciously showed some concern in his eyes. 

 

"I'm fine, but you, take care of yourself. Yan Xi is now left with a relative. If you don't take care of 

yourself, what should Yan Xi do?" 

 

 

Yan Shengyu's eyes warmed slightly, "I will, Xiao Xi she..." 

 

"She is asleep now. I have some things to do. I will come back to see her when I have finished. I will go 

first." 

 

 

Yan Shengyu nodded, "Be careful on the road." He looked at the back of Shen Qinglan's departure. He 

couldn't withdraw his gaze until he could no longer see it. He couldn't deny that he still liked Shen 

Qinglan, but this feeling, as time went on Slow down, maybe one day, he will suddenly find that he no 

longer likes this cold girl. 

 

"Ann, where are we going now?" Jin Enxi asked in the car. 

 

"Go to Yan's house and find Yan Anbang." Shen Qinglan spoke lightly. 

 

Jin Enxi looked at her in surprise, "What are you going to do with him?" 

 

Shen Qinglan didn't speak, and Jin Enxi stopped asking. 

 

** 

 



The Yan family and Yan Anbang can be described by the word "miserable" in recent times. Qin Yan is 

inexplicably missing. So far, there is no news, life and death are unknown, the ex-wife is dead, or was 

murdered. The police suspect that Qin Yan's hand In Yan Anbang's view, this is simply a fantasy. Qin Yan 

doesn't even dare to kill a fish, how dare she kill someone. 

 

He left from the army himself, and was invited back to cooperate with the investigation of the leak of 

the last military exercise. The leader suspected that he took the training plan home and saw it by Qin 

Yan, which led to the secret leak, which was even more nonsense. Talking about Qin Yan, she is just an 

ordinary woman. How could it be related to an internationally renowned mercenary group, even if you 

doubt it is not so unfounded. 

 

Yan Anbang stayed in the army for a long time. He was tossed and turned over by the investigation team 

of the army. Like a prisoner, he was finally released because of insufficient evidence. 

 

Yan Anbang was lying on the sofa in the living room. The home is now empty and deserted. Where is the 

warmth of the past? The doorbell rang. Yan Anbang didn’t respond for a long time. He thought he had 

heard it wrong. Relatives and friends never came to the door again. 

 

Yan Anbang got up to open the door. When he saw the people outside, the surprise in his eyes was 

stronger. Shen Qinglan knew him. After all, Yan Xi told him about this person more than once, and Yan Xi 

had an accident. , Shen Qinglan and Yan Xi had an accident together. 

 

"Yan Xi and Yan Shengyu do not live here. If you look for them, you will find the wrong place." Yan 

Anbang said. 

 

Shen Qinglan's expression was faint, "I'm here for you. I want to talk to you about some things." 

 

Yan Anbang looked at her, "Look for me? What is there for us to talk about?" He has no intersection 

with Shen Qinglan, but rather familiar with her father Shen Qian, after all, they were a unit more than 20 

years ago. Comrade in arms. 

 

Shen Qinglan spit out a name, Yan Anbang's expression slightly changed, looked at Shen Qinglan fixedly, 

opened his side, "Come in." 

 

Shen Qinglan glanced at the messy living room and sat down on the sofa. Yan Anbang brought two 

glasses of boiled water in front of Shen Qinglan and Jin Enxi. "This is the only one at home, so you will 

stop." 

 

Shen Qinglan said. 

 

"Do you know Qin Mu?" As soon as he sat down, Yan Anbang could not wait to speak. 

 

Shen Qinglan glanced at Jin Enxi, and Jin Enxi understood, and handed a box to Yan Anbang, and Yan 

Anbang took it. There was a painting in it, and he suddenly stood up and looked at Shen Qinglan, 



"Where are you from this painting?" Coming?" 

 

Shen Qinglan spoke quietly, "I painted it myself." 

 

"Do you know Qin Mu?" Although it is a questioning sentence, Yan Anbang's heart is already certain that 

the person on the painting is clearly Qin Mu when he was a child. Qin Mu has been missing for many 

years. If he doesn't know, how could she know how she was when she was a child? . 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "Yes, I know someone named Qin Mu." 

 

"Where is she, where is she now?" Yan Anbang's emotions are very excited. For so many years, he has 

never forgotten Qin Mu. Sometimes when looking at Yan Xi, he would want Qin Mu to be by his side. 

What would happen? . 

 

"Qin Mu is dead. She died on the day of her tenth birthday." Shen Qinglan's expression was faint, but 

there was a touch of sadness in the depths of his eyes. Yes, the day Qin Mu died was exactly her tenth 

birthday. 

 

Yan Anbang took a step back, it seemed unbelievable, "You just said that Qin Mu was dead?" 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded affirmatively, "Yes, Qin Mu is dead and has been dead for more than ten years." 

 

"How did you die?" His voice trembled slightly. 

 

Shen Qinglan met his eyes, "I was killed, killed by her dearest and most trusted person. Do you know 

where I saw her? In a killer training camp." 

 

Yan Anbang's expression changed greatly, but he quickly responded, "Impossible, how could you know 

such a place?" Suddenly, he looked straight at Shen Qinglan, "Are you there too?" 

 

"Don't you already guess? It's just that I was trafficked by traffickers, and she was sent in by the closest 

person." Shen Qinglan spoke, her eyes light. 

 

Yan Anbang looked fickle and looked at her silently. After a while, he sat down on the sofa again. "I can’t 

believe what you said. If you really got into that kind of organization like you said, what now? Maybe 

return to Shen's house?" 

 

Despite the initial shock, Yan Anbang immediately responded, and Shen Qinglan's statement has a very 

obvious loophole. 

 

Shen Qinglan's eyes flashed a glimmer of light, which seemed to be a mockery. No one believed this year 

when he really told the truth. 

 

"Actually, do you already believe it in your heart? The picture in your hand is the best evidence." Shen 



Qinglan's expression is calm, and it doesn't seem to require Yan Anbang to believe the truth in his 

words. 

 

Yan Anbang was stunned and looked at the painting in his hand for another long silence. 

 

Jin Enxi always looked at Yan Anbang from the moment Shen Qinglan talked about her identity, with a 

murderous intent in her eyes. Shen Qinglan was actually very risky to do so. Her past identity was a time 

bomb, and if she was known, it was a A lot of trouble, the consequences will be serious. 

 

Shen Qinglan did not worry about this. Since she dared to say, she was certain that Yan Anbang would 

not say it, or that Yan Anbang had said it. She could also make others not believe him at all. 

 

"How did she die?" Yan Anbang said in a mute voice. 

 

This is the second time he asked this question today. 

 

Upon hearing this, Shen Qinglan knew that he was completely convinced, and said slowly, "She died in a 

trial and was killed by her fellows." 

 

"How could she enter such a place?" 

 

Shen Qinglan shook his head, "I don’t know the specifics. I didn’t know her until I got there. I asked her, 

but she didn’t say, but told me that in this world, no one should believe me except myself, including the 

most Close people. What do you mean by this sentence? I think you should understand." 

 

Yan Anbang turned pale and lowered his head, looking at the person in the painting, "Do you suspect 

that Qin Yan did this?" 

 

"I know what happened to your family. Qin Yan told you that Qin Mu’s disappearance was done by Yan 

Xi’s mother, but as far as I know, Zhao Jiaqing and Qin Mu didn’t know each other at all. How can they 

be intimate? And you as Qin Mu’s father, I believe you won’t do it, so what’s going on, isn’t it clear?” Her 

voice cleared, but it fell in Yan Anbang’s ears, but it seemed like water was falling into the oil. . 

 

Yan Anbang did not want to believe what Shen Qinglan said. Qin Mu was born in October in Qin Yan’s 

pregnancy. She is her own daughter. Tiger poison is still not a child. How can Qin Yan be so cruel?At that 

time, he also saw Qin Yan's crazy look with his own eyes. Isn't that kind of feeling fake? 

 

Qin Yan, how many things are you hiding from me?Which ones are true?Which ones are fake?If things 

really are like what Shen Qinglan said, then what terrible woman did you fall in love with, and Zhao 

Jiaqing, his wife, what did he do to her?Even Yan Xi and Sheng Yu... 

 

Thinking about it this way, Yan Anbang only felt cold from the heart to the bone, he was not willing to 

believe it, and he couldn't believe it. 

 



"What did you say to me?" Yan Anbang asked her. 

 

"Qin Yan chose to leave in this way, and she will definitely come back one day. All I want is her. If she 

really comes back to find you, I hope you can help me leave her and hand her over to me. ." Shen 

Qinglan stated one of the purposes of this visit. 

 

Yan Anbang looked up and stared closely at Shen Qinglan, "What do you want to do?" 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled slightly, "I can't tell you this." 

 

"Why is Qin Yan doing this?" 

 

"This is exactly what I want to ask you. I want to know how you met Qin Yan and how you got together? 

Did Qin Yan know my father then?" 

 

Yan Anbang was stunned, "Qin Yan and Shen Qian?" 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, whether her disappearance was a coincidence or another secret. That question 

has been bothering Zhao Jiaqing since her death. 

 

Yan Anbang shook his head, "Qin Yan and your father didn't know..." He told Shen Qinglan the process 

of acquaintance with Qin Yan, and finally said, "At that time, I just retired from the special forces and 

returned to the Nancheng Military Region. I met Qin Yan only after your knowledge. Your father has 

been in Beijing, even Nancheng, and Qin Yan just came to the city from the countryside. There is no way 

for the two to meet." 

 

Shen Qinglan paused, "Qin Yan came from the countryside? Where is the countryside?" 

 

Yan Anbang reported an address, "She is my friend's cousin and has lived in the country since she was a 

child. That was her first visit to the city." At that time, the city was a huge temptation for rural people. 

Many people All want to leave the countryside to live in the city, and Qin Yan is one of them. She wants 

her cousin to introduce a job and stay in Nancheng to work.It happened that this cousin knew Yan 

Anbang and wanted Yan Anbang to help and introduce Qin Yan to him. 

 

Shen Qinglan and Jin Enxi glanced at each other, secretly writing down the place where Yan Anbang said. 

 

"Why are you telling me this?" Yan Anbang asked in a dumb voice. Shen Qinglan apparently knew these 

things long ago, but he only told him now, even her own identity in the past, he didn't believe she was 

Because I trust him. 

 

"The purpose I have just said, if there is any other purpose, it is for Yan Xi and Qin Mu. I don't want Qin 

Mu's favorite father to be kept in the dark. I don't want her to die." 

 

Yan Anbang always thought that Qin Yan was a good person, and even abandoned his wife for the sake 



of Qin Yan, hurting his other two children. 

 

"Are you afraid that I will tell you your identity?" Yan Anbang asked. 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at him calmly, "Qin Mu once told me that her father is the most upright and heroic 

person in the world. I believe such a person would not do such a thing. And I I’m also sure that even if 

you say it, no one will believe you." 

 

Yan Anbang suddenly smiled, "I really envy Shen Qian now, he is more blessed than me. I promised what 

you just said, if Qin Yan really came back to find me, I will help you leave her." 
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From the Yan family, Jin Enxi looked at Shen Qinglan disapprovingly, "Ann, you are just too risky to do 

so." 

 

Shen Qinglan's expression was faint, "He won't say anything." 

 

"What if that happens?" 

 

"There really is that, even if I'm sorry Sister Mu Mu." Shen Qinglan said, his eyes flashed a murderous. 

 

Jin Enxi immediately understood, "I will always pay attention to Yan Anbang. If he really dares to do this, 

I will let him know why the flowers are red." In the words, the air was cold. 

 

And Yan Anbang did not think about telling Shen Qinglan's identity to anyone. Just now Shen Qinglan 

told him something about Qin Mu's childhood. He stared at Qin Mu in the painting and looked at the 

faint thoughts in her eyes. Suddenly, his heart hurt suddenly. 

 

 

Shen Qinglan said that Qin Mu's greatest wish was to go home, but she still failed to fulfill her wish until 

she left the world. Even one lying under the cold ground didn't even have anyone to see her. 

 

 

After Shen Qinglan came out of the Devil's Base, she once went to the place where Qin Mu was buried, 

but after so many years, the place was already overgrown with plants, and Qin Mu's body was not eaten 



by beasts. The corpse was buried deep, and there were no marks on the ground, and I couldn't find it 

now. 

 

 

"An, is it necessary for us to let Yan Anbang cooperate with us? If Qin Yan really came back, could Yan 

Anbang really leave her alone?" Jin Enxi did not understand Shen Qinglan's behavior today. 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled lightly, "Do you think I really want Yan Anbang to help me? I just want him to 

recognize Qin Yan's true face." 

 

 

"Then you just tell him what happened to Qin Yan, why do you want to say your identity?" 

 

"En Xi, what kind of person do you think Yan Anbang is? The person who can do the chief of staff of the 

Nancheng Military Region is really a stupid person? Do you think we can believe anything we say? The 

Devil's Base is a special existence, which is not accessible to ordinary people, And I know so clearly about 

Qin Mu's things, do you think he will not doubt? Instead of letting him guess and doubt, it is better to 

admit directly, and the credibility is higher." 

 

 

Jin Enxi still couldn't understand, "Even if he was allowed to continue to be deceived by Qin Yan, then 

what was it that he was stupid, and to the extent that Qin Yan broke his family to death, everything was 

at his own expense, why did we tell him the truth? the truth?" 

 

There was a chill in Shen Qinglan's eyes, "If we don't tell him what Qin Yan is, how could he know he was 

wrong?" 

 

Jin Enxi was stunned. 

 

Shen Qinglan continued, "People who do the wrong thing will only regret it if they realize they have 

done it wrong." 

 

"Will Qin Yan really come back?" Jin Enxi asked. 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded affirmatively, "Yes, if she doesn't plan to come back, she won't bother to arrange 

such a way of leaving. Is it better to simply leave?" 

 

Jin Enxi really understands now. What Shen Qinglan is doing today is actually an attacking plan. She does 

not need to personally do anything to Yan Anbang. Yan Anbang who knows the truth can torture herself 

to death. 

 

 



I have to say that such a method like Shen Qinglan is indeed the most trouble-free for people like Yan 

Anbang. 

 

"And, don’t underestimate the vengeance of a crazy man. If Qin Yan really dares to appear in front of 

Yan Anbang, she wouldn’t want to get out easily, unless she shows her bottom card. This is a good thing 

for us, just look at Qin Yan's strength." 

 

 

Jin Enxi's eyes lit up, and this move was simply a strategy of N Jian. 

 

"Ann, it's as transparent as you think." Jin Enxi gave a thumbs up. 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled faintly. Such a strategy is also a person to look at. She has 90% assurance that even 

if she tells Yan Anbang her identity, this man will not say it, but it is not necessary to change other 

people. 

 

"Are we going back to the hotel now?" Jin Enxi asked. 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "Go back and see Yan Xi again." 

 

When returning to the hotel, Yan Xi was still sleeping, and Shen Qinglan did not go in to disturb her, but 

found Yan Shengyu, "About Yan Xi, what are you going to do?" Shen Qinglan opened the door. 

 

Yan Shengyu said, "I will send Yan Xi back to Sydney City in two days. It is a sad place for her to leave. If I 

can, I would rather she would not come back all her life." Even he You will also leave here, and you may 

not come back in a short time. 

 

"That's fine, I heard that your mother died for another reason. What are you going to do?" 

 

Yan Shengyu slightly stunned, "I don't know, I can't find Qin Yan's person at all now. I even suspect that 

she has left Nancheng, but no matter how long, no matter what the cost, I will find her and let her do 

what she does What you pay for." 

 

"You are now Yan Xi's only relative. No matter what you do, I hope you can consider Yan Xi's feelings." 

Shen Qinglan said lightly. 

 

Yan Shengyu chuckled, "In your eyes, am I such an impulsive person? You can rest assured that even for 

Yan Xi, I will not do anything illegal." 

 

My father was unreliable, and my mother left again. If she had another accident, Yan Xi would be crazy, 

so although Yan Shengyu wanted to know Qin Yan, she never thought of catching herself. 

 

Seeing that he wanted to understand, Shen Qinglan was relieved, "If you need my help, please speak at 

any time." 



 

Yan Shengyu smiled with warmth in his eyes, "Thank you, Shen Qinglan, when our family misunderstood 

you like that, you are still willing to extend your hand when the most difficult." 

 

"I'm not as great as you think." Shen Qinglan said lightly, if it weren't for Qin Mu and Yan Xi, maybe she 

would always choose to stand by and watch the Yan family. 

 

"No matter what the reason is, I want to thank you. I will leave here in a few days. When your child is 

born, I will go to Beijing to see you." 

 

Shen Qinglan did not refuse, but said, "You are alone, be careful of everything." After that, she stood up 

and left. 

 

She didn't wait for Yan Xi to wake up, handed a box to Dougs, asked him to hand it over to Yan Xi, and 

left Jincheng with Jin Enxi. 

 

** 

 

Country Y, a manor. 

 

Allen slowly opened an underground passage, the dark steps appeared before him, and he walked 

slowly down. 

 

Below is a prison, the same room as a prison, one of which is holding a woman, Alan walked to the 

woman and stood, "Qin Yan." 

 

Qin Yan raised her head and turned on the light. Her eyes were uncomfortable for a moment. She closed 

her eyes and opened them again. "Allen, you are finally here." 

 

Last time in Nancheng, she received a call from her housekeeper, saying that something happened in 

country Y, and asked her to come back immediately. After she came back, she was locked here by Alan. 

Besides, she was the only one in the entire underground prison. 

 

Promise put a chair on the ground and Allen sat up. "You go out first." The words were spoken to 

Promise. 

 

He promised his eyes were dim, said nothing, and turned to leave. 

 

Allen looked at Qin Yan quietly. "Is it clear for so long? Do you think clearly?" 

 

Qin Yan chuckled, "Allen, you are definitely the most ridiculous person I have ever seen. The woman 

betrayed you and even almost killed you, but you still want to protect her. You really think of yourself as 

an infatuation. Is it true that you are more infatuated than your father? I remember when your mother 

betrayed your father, but your father gave it to the people who were tortured to death." 



 

"You shut up." Allen snorted. "You are not worthy to mention my mother." 

 

Qin Yan looked the same, playing with her own nails. This was the beautiful nails she had just made 

before. Even if she had been kept here for a long time, her nails were still intact. 

 

"Don't mention it if you don't like it, but I didn't expect Alan to be your butler. He has followed me for 

more than 20 years and has been faithful. Can you tell me when the butler betrayed me? ?" 

 

"He never betrayed you." Allen said. 

 

Qin Yan suddenly felt the meaning of what he said, and couldn't help laughing. "Well, I didn't expect the 

housekeeper to be yours all the time. Alan, I have to admit that you are better than you. Father is 

stronger." 

 

"Speak, how long do you want to shut me down?" Qin Yan asked with a cold face. 

 

Allen looked at her quietly, "As long as you don't disturb Shen Qinglan, I can let you go now." 

 

"Oh, Alan, are you really crazy? Yan Anbang and Shen Qian killed your father. You don't even have to 

avenge your father. Now, even if you stop me from avenging me, are you a woman? Are you the one? " 

 

"He died because he was inferior to others." Allen said coldly. For his father, he never liked it. It was a 

person who was so cold that his soul was dirty.Ever since his mother died, he even thought about asking 

the man to bury his mother. 

 

"You can't say this to him, Alan, he is your father, even if your mother died because of him, it is because 

she betrayed your father first." Qin Yan began to feel emotional, the man in her There is a god-like 

existence in her heart, and she does not allow anyone to defame him, even his own son. 

 

Allen's eyes were very cold. Was it not for the man to hook up with the woman in front of him, did his 

mother do such a thing as frustrated and desperate?When the man brought Qin Yan back, his mother 

raised Qin Yan as her daughter. As a result, her loved one carried her back to hook up with her husband. 

 

There was no idea in Qin Yan's eyes, remembering the dead woman, even after so many years, her heart 

was still not without feeling.She admitted to say sorry, the only thing she was sorry about in this world 

was that woman. 

 

But she loves Karl, she wants to be with Karl, and Karl also likes her. This feeling is innocent, love is 

innocent, and the blame can only be blamed on that woman is too fragile. 

 

"Qin Yan, if you can't make An An, then stay here." Alan stood up and wanted to leave. Qin Yan's face 

changed slightly and stopped him. "Wait." 

 



"Allen, you can't do this to me. Think about it. It's good for you to do this. If someone knows Shen 

Qinglan's true identity, then Beijing must have no place for her. At this time, you will appear again. In 

front of her, she is moved by her heart and will naturally return to your side. You don’t have to be a 

wicked person. Isn’t it a double benefit? 

 

"It is worthy to be Mrs. Jin who is unbeaten among various men. This eloquence is really powerful. Qin 

Yan, or do you prefer that I call you Mrs. Jin?" 

 

Qin Yan's face changed slightly, "Alan, you know that what I hate the most is Mrs. Jin's name, why do 

you do that." 

 

Alan showed a disdain on her face, "Qin Yan, don't use your thoughts to surmise me, Shen Qinglan's 

identity can't be disclosed. If you dare to say it, then I will never let you go if you look for me. However, 

since you treat my words as farts, then you should stay here, I think the environment here is also 

suitable for you." 

 

Qin Yan's complexion was green, "Are you going to imprison me for life? Are you afraid that they will 

come to you for someone?" 

 

"Is there anything wrong? Mrs. Jin is in a ghost, no one knows the true face, and who knows that Mrs. 

Jin has been replaced? And who in the world can know that Mrs. Jin is in my hand?" Allen said with a 

smile. It's just this laugh, how to look, is full of malicious. 

 

Qin Yan’s face was dark. In order to maintain mystery, she did not appear outside as Mrs. Jin. She was 

fully represented by the housekeeper. The people in the Tao knew the housekeeper, but they did not 

know her. The person who hides the deepest. 

 

Qin Yan stared at Alan closely, "If I wasn't planning to tell Shen Qinglan about the disappearance of 

Shen's family this time, wouldn't you let the steward be exposed at all?" 

 

Allen smiled and didn't speak, but the meaning was obvious.Indeed, if the housekeeper told him this 

time that Qin Yan decided to start with Shen Qinglan, he would still choose to watch Qin Yan's 

performance. 

 

Shen Qinglan's betrayal made Allen angry, and even resented, if he found a chance, he would still start 

with Fu Hengyi, but he couldn't be more serious about Shen Qinglan, he couldn't see her hurt. 

 

If Shen Qinglan is exposed as a charm, then the people on the road will never let her go, even if he 

wants to keep her very difficult. 

 

The reason why the Devil's base made the people on the road daunting was that it was because the 

target they were targeting did not miss. On the other hand, it was because their base was so mysterious 

that they could not be found except by people inside. 

 



Alan left the dungeon and promised to wait at the entrance. Alan glanced at the promise. "Without my 

permission, if you dare to let her out, you know the consequences." 

 

Promise blinked, "Master, I know." 

 

Allen left without looking back, promising to glance at the entrance to the dungeon, close the door, and 

follow behind Allen. 

 

If it weren't for Qin Yan who rescued Alan from the sea eight years ago, Alan would first solve her by 

virtue of Qin Yan's enthusiasm for Shen Qinglan. 

 

"I'm going to the capital, ready to prepare." Allen said to the promise behind him. 

 

"Yes, master." 

 

** 

 

Beijing, Fu family. 

 

Shortly after returning from Nancheng, Shen Qinglan received a call from Yan Xi. Yan Xi came to say 

goodbye to her. It was probably Yan Shengyu who told her that she decided to return to Sydney 

immediately. 

 

"Sister, thank you for the gift, I like it very much." Yan Xi said, her voice was still hoarse, but listening to 

the tone was calmer. 

 

"It's good to leave, the environment in Sydney is very good, and it is also good for your body." 

 

"Sister, will you come to Sydney?" Yan Xi asked. 

 

"meeting." 

 

"Okay, then I am waiting for you in Sydney. Sister, I wish you and your baby a healthy and happy life." 

 

Hanging up the phone, Shen Qinglan's eyes were full of melancholy, Fu Hengyi clenched her hand, Shen 

Qinglan smiled, "I'm fine, just feel that things are impermanent." 

 

When I saw Yan Xi at the beginning of two years ago, Yan Xi was still a little girl who knew nothing about 

the world. He was naive and naive, with a little rich and rich little petite, but not annoying. It is only two 

years now. It is already a matter of right and wrong. 

 

"I will accompany you to see her in Sydney in the future and take our children together." Fu Hengyi said 

warmly. 

 



Shen Qinglan nodded, "Well, Yan Xi likes children very much." 

 

** 

 

The time passed quickly, and the weekend was just around the corner. Shen Junyu got up early in the 

morning and drove to Wen Xiyao's house. The door was opened by Wen Mu. "Jun Yu is here, come in. 

Who is Xi Yao now? I will wake her up." 

 

Shen Junyu didn't say no, today they are going to arrange wedding photos, and they returned to 

Haicheng for shooting. 

 

Wen Xiyao was dug up by his mother from bed. This reminds me that today is a big day, and my 

confused brain instantly wakes up, "Mom, why didn't you wake me up earlier." As he said, he rushed to 

the bathroom. 

 

It took Wen Xiyao just half an hour to pack it up, and Shen Junyu raised an eyebrow. "This time the 

speed is amazing." 

 

Ignoring his ridicule, Wen Xiyao pulled him and was about to leave. "Don't talk nonsense and go away. 

You shouldn't be able to catch the plane later." Her face was a little annoyed, she could oversleep on 

such days, it is estimated that She is the only one. 

 

Shen Junyu grabbed her and said, "Before it's too late, eat breakfast first." 

 

Mother Wen also echoed, "Xiyao came over for breakfast first." 

 

Wen Xiyao shook his head, "If you don't eat, you won't be able to catch the plane anymore." 

 

"I have changed the flight. You can eat it first." Shen Junyu said. 

 

Wen Xiyao stunned, "When did you change the sign?" 

 

"Just now, I also communicated with the photographer. They will wait for us in Haicheng. The weather in 

Haicheng has been very good these days. Even if we can't shoot today, we can continue tomorrow." 

 

Wen Xiyao was pressed by Shen Junyu at the dining table, but she didn't respond. She remembered a 

friend of hers. It was because she was an hour late for taking a wedding photo. The man got angry and 

left her on the spot, then left. The marriage is also full of twists and turns.Compared with Shen Junyu's 

approach, Wen Xiyao suddenly felt that he was actually very happy. 

 

She smiled slightly and sat down to eat with peace of mind, "Have you eaten?" 

 

Shen Junyu nodded, "Already eaten, the next flight has plenty of time, you don't have to rush to eat." 

 



Mother Wen has been in the capital since the Lantern Festival, preparing for the wedding with Chu 

Yunrong. The more contacts you have with Shen Junyu on weekdays, the more you contact them, and 

the more satisfied you are with Shen Junyu. This man is mature and stable and has a responsibility The 

heart, with tolerance, is good for Wen Xiyao in every bit of life. 

 

After having a good meal, Wen Xiyao went to the airport with Shen Junyu and flew directly to Haicheng. 

 

Although it was already spring in Beijing, the temperature was not high, and the underwater wedding 

photos were too cold. Shen Junyu decided to take photos with Wen Xiyao back to Haicheng. 

 

It is now mid-February, almost one and a half months before the wedding. 

 

The climate of Haicheng and the capital is just the difference between winter and summer. As soon as 

he got off the plane, Wen Xiyao took off his thick coat. "Ah, it's still comfortable here." Wen Xiyao said. 

 

"So how do we change the wedding to Haicheng?" Shen Junyu asked, looking seriously. 

 

Wen Xiyao glanced at him, "We are almost ready for the wedding, and the invitations have been sent 

out. Now it's time to change the location. Isn't it a joke!" 

 

"The invitation can be sent to call to inform that the climate in Beijing is still colder. If we change to 

Haicheng, we can hold an outdoor wedding." The more he said, the more Shen Junyu felt the proposal 

was very good. 

 

Wen Xiyao was speechless, "Don't toss about it, my mother and aunt worked so long to prepare for the 

wedding, you want to change the location in one sentence, not take you like this." 

 

Shen Junyu thought, too, that the capital was almost on the ground. If the location was changed, time 

would be too late, and the hurriedly prepared wedding was always not well prepared. 

 

Shen Junyu can only dispel this idea. 

 

The two did not go back to Wen's house, but went directly to the beach. The photographer was already 

waiting there. The stylist put on Wen Xiyao and Shen Junyu to make makeup. When they came to the 

beach, Wen Xiyao looked at the calm sea under his eyes. "Jun Yu, are you okay?" 

 

She still remembered that Shen Junyu couldn't swim. Although she had learned to swim now, Wen Xiyao 

was still worried. 

 

Shen Junyu has been learning to swim and dive this time, and has practiced several times. Naturally, he 

is not afraid, "No problem." 

 

In fact, the entire wedding photography process has been very smooth. 

 



They also shot a group of night scenes by the sea, and it was already nine o'clock in the evening when 

they returned to the Wen family. 

 

Du family, Du mother came back from outside, her face was not good-looking, Du Honghai saw his wife's 

face and asked, "What's wrong, it's not that I went out to a friend's party, why is this expression now?" 

 

Mother Du originally wanted to say something, but after seeing Du Nan who entered the door, she was 

silent and waved her hand. "It's okay, I just met a few people who didn't like it. 

 

"Mom, who are you so unhappy with?" Du Nan asked curiously. 

 

"Not yet... Forget it, no one, you have to go to rest, you have been working for a day, and you are tired 

enough. I will digest it later." 

 

Du Nan saw his mother unwilling to say, smiled, "Since it is an insignificant person, you should not be 

angry for outsiders, it is not worth it." 

 

Du Mu waved her hand, "Okay, please hurry up and rest." 

 

Digression 

 

Yesterday I was asked by a friend, when is the baby born, um, almost, after the brother's wedding is the 

baby's birth, expect it? 

 

I have sent off-topics several times to say that there are fan activities, and the bookstore has swallowed 

me up. I really want to cry. I would like to talk about it here. The top three in the bookstore fan list can 

get Chanel lipstick, Starbucks mug, and snack spree. Waiting for the prizes, the event time ends at 10 am 

on the 7th. At that time, A Li will announce the list in the off-topic. Please pay attention to it. Readers of 

this site remember to read the announcement. 
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When Du Nan went up, Du Honghai saw his wife still upset, and couldn't help but ask, "Du Nan is gone, 

can I say who I met?" 

 

Mrs. Du drank half a glass of water, and then said, “I’m not going to get together with my friends today. 

It’s okay to think about it anyway. In the afternoon, we walked to the beach and saw Wen Xiyao. Shen’s 

men take wedding photos." 

 

Mother Du felt sad when she remembered the bright smile on Wen Xiyao's face. She always regarded 

Wen Xiyao as her daughter-in-law. After all, her son liked her so much, but she was better with others, 



but her own Son, not only was the person gone, but the company was almost bankrupt. It was all 

because of Wen Xiyao. Du Mu’s opinion on Wen Xiyao is now big. 

 

 

Du Honghai had no other reaction after hearing this, "People are already engaged. Marriage is not a 

matter of sooner or later. You are so angry." 

 

 

"Can I be upset? If it weren't for her, our family would be like this. As a result, others would be better. 

What kind of wedding photos would you like to take happily with others? And I remember that the man 

is from Beijing. She doesn't take pictures in Beijing. What kind of shooting does Haicheng really 

stimulate people?" Du Mu's grievances are very big. 

 

 

If Wen Xiyao knew her thoughts, she would sneer, and she wouldn't have such a good rush to run from 

the capital to stimulate her. 

 

Du Honghai sighed, "You, your mind is too small. People like Yao Yao have never liked Du Nan, but Du 

Nan himself is entangled with others, and he has done such things to others. The Wen family is willing to 

give help in the end is already the biggest The relationship is over, and you still need to know how to be 

grateful. We still have to give a gift to the wedding of the daughter of the Wen family." 

 

 

"I'm going to her wedding?" Du Mu stared. "I'm going to go to you. I won't go to death. At first, if the 

Wen family tried to suppress it, can our company fall into a crisis? Can they help us?" It should be." She 

said of course that she completely forgot that if Du Nan had done something wrong at the time, the 

Wen family would not do it at all. 

 

 

Du Honghai dropped his face and looked at his wife in disapproval. "The right and wrong of this matter 

are clear to your heart. You can't ignore the facts because Du Nan is your son. The Wen family is kind 

enough to do this now." 

 

Seeing Du Honghai serious, Du mother counseled, "I’m just complaining to you at home, then you said 

that now watching your son spend all day at work, except work is to go home to sleep, the whole person 

is like It’s the same as being hollowed out. You don’t feel bad." 

 

 

Du Honghai is distressed. This is his only son. How could he not be distressed, but this matter really can't 

blame Wen Jia, Du Honghai felt very uncomfortable when he heard his wife say this, he would just hear 

these words, if he was du Nan heard what bad thoughts came up, and then did something again, that 



was really worth the loss. 

 

"Okay, don't say anything like this in the future. You are also a highly educated person, and you have to 

be a little decent when talking and doing things." 

 

Du Mu agreed. 

 

What the couple did not see was that Du Nan became very ugly at the corner of the stairs when he 

heard their words. 

 

Early the next morning, Du Nan went out. Instead of going to the company, he drove to the Wen family. 

He stood in the tree shadow and watched Wen Xiyao and Shen Junyu coming out of the Wen family with 

a smile. He followed them all the way to Haicheng Park, and today Wen Xiyao and Shen Junyu have 

another set to shoot here. 

 

 

Du Nan hid in the corner, quietly watching Wen Xiyao wearing a white wedding dress, snuggling in Shen 

Junyu's arms, smiling happily.This happy smile was what he had been expecting for many years. Even 

from his first dream, he thought that one day Wen Xiyao would walk into the palace of marriage with 

him in a white wedding dress, and now he finally waited for her The appearance of wearing a wedding 

dress was more beautiful than he thought, but the person standing beside her was not him. 

 

"Xiyao, you are mine, you must be mine. I will never watch you marry someone else." Du Nan whispered 

softly, took a deep look at Wen Xiyao, and turned to leave. 

 

"What's wrong, don't even concentrate on taking pictures?" Shen Junyu asked Wen Xiyao's distraction 

and asked softly. 

 

Wen Xiyao looked back and frowned, "I just felt that someone was watching us, but nobody looked at 

it." 

 

Shen Junyu looked in the direction Wen Xiyao just looked at, "No one, did you read it wrong?" 

 

"That should be wrong, it may be a passerby." Wen Xiyao said. 

 

After the wedding photos were taken, the two flew directly back to Beijing. Because there was still a 

half-month honeymoon after the wedding, Wen Xiyao and Shen Junyu had to arrange the company's 

affairs. Shen Junyu was better. After all, he was the boss. There are many capable people in the 

company. Even if he is not in the company for half a month, Wen Xiyao is different. She is the general 

manager of Xinhe International. She was hired by her with high salary, and she always worthy of the 

salary given by others. . 

 

"It's still okay. When you want to go to work, you can go to work whenever you want, free." Wen Xiyao 

leaned on Shen Junyu and sighed. 



 

Shen Junyu chuckled, "I have a better job here, with a tens of millions of annual salary, more free time 

than me, right?" 

 

Wen Xiyao looked at him curiously, "What working conditions are so good?" 

 

"The wife of the president of Junlan Group can manage all the income of the president of Junlan Group. 

If you want to sleep every day, you can sleep to a few points, even if you want to sleep for a day." 

 

Wen Xiyao rolled his eyes, "Just coax me." 

 

"I'm serious. If I don't want to resign at any time, my husband will support you." Shen Junyu waved his 

hand and said very boldly. 

 

Wen Xiyao nodded with a smile, "Okay, if I get tired someday, I will quit and let you support me, or how 

about I make a wine estate and make my own wine?" 

 

Shen Junyu looked sideways, "How come you suddenly think of this?" 

 

"I was watching TV that day, and I saw a couple in the play quit their jobs and went home to get a wine 

estate, and life was very pleasant." 

 

"Motivated?" 

 

"Well, I feel that a stable life is also very good. I have experienced some scams in the workplace for so 

many years, and I always feel a little tired." Wen Xiyao said, this feeling is from the last time the 

construction site happened, she faced That group of shareholders began to have. 

 

Although she was no longer embarrassed by her group of old antiques since her identity as the daughter 

of the Wen family was exposed, she still felt exhausted. 

 

"If you are really tired, take a rest and do something you want to do, or something you like to do, like 

Lan Lan, it is also very good." Shen Junyu said in a warm voice. 

 

"Okay, if I really can't persevere, I will resign and go home to let you support me, and you won't be 

disgusted by that time." 

 

Shen Junyu kissed her forehead, "How dare I despise you, I'm too late to love you." 

 

Wen Xiyao smiled softly. 

 

Shen Junyu and Wen Xiyao's marriage is approaching, and Shen Qinglan's belly is getting bigger and 

bigger. After six months and a half, Shen Qinglan's belly is like a balloon blowing. Every day, it is bigger 

than the previous day. The Master Fu is scared. . 



 

Taking Shen Qinglan to the hospital for examination, the doctor said that it was a normal reaction, and 

the fetus developed slowly in the early stage, and now it has started to develop normally, which is a 

good thing. 

 

Coming out of the hospital, Aunt Zhao pushed Fu Hengyi's wheelchair and said to Chu Yunrong with a 

smile, "Hengyi was too nervous. I remember when Hengyi's mother became pregnant like Qinglan when 

she was pregnant. Suddenly grown up." 

 

Chu Yunrong also laughed, "As long as the child is not too big, it's easy to give birth, and Qinglan 

suffers." However, this problem is not to worry now. The doctor has just said that the weight of the child 

in Shen Qinglan's belly It is within the normal range. 

 

Shen Qinglan listened to them quietly and occasionally glanced at Fu Hengyi's eyes. Fu Hengyi knew that 

the child in Shen Qinglan's belly was fine. 

 

Back home, Shen Qinglan received a call from Yu Xiaoxuan just after changing clothes and asked her to 

have afternoon tea tomorrow. 

 

The next day, Shen Qinglan spoke to Fu Hengyi and asked the driver at home to send her to the 

appointed place. 

 

Seeing Yu Xiaoxuan, Shen Qinglan raised his eyebrows slightly, "What's the matter, listless?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan was lying on the table, but it was not listless. She heard Shen Qinglan's words and she 

raised her eyelids. "Qinglan, I seem to be pregnant." 

 

The juice that Shen Qinglan just drank was sprayed on Yu Xiaoxuan's face. Yu Xiaoxuan had a face on his 

face and pulled out a tissue to wipe the juice on his face. 

 

"You just said what happened to you?" Shen Qinglan asked. 

 

"I said I seemed pregnant." Yu Xiaoxuan repeated again. 

 

Oh, it turned out that I was pregnant, and I didn't hear it wrong. "I'm pregnant is a happy event. Why are 

you so embarrassed?" His eyes narrowed. "Isn't this child Han Yi?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan rolled his eyes, "What are you thinking about, that is Han Yi's bastard." 

 

"Aren't you filming in Jinning City?" 

 

"Yeah, last time Han Yi came to see me, and that's it." Yu Xiaoxuan complained that the only time he 

didn't do the precautionary work, he won the prize, that is, she didn't have the luck of buying lottery 

tickets. 



 

"Does Han Yi know?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan shook his head, "I haven't told him, even I knew it yesterday." Thinking of yesterday, she 

ran herself from the beginning to the end, and ran to the pharmacy at midnight to buy a pregnancy test 

bar. The clerk almost regarded her as a neuropathy. , Think about this experience, Yu Xiaoxuan's heart is 

also quite sad. 

 

"So what are you going to do?" Shen Qinglan asked. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan continued to shake his head, "I don't know, I didn't sleep last night, I flew back early this 

morning, I almost mad at Linda, but I didn't say where to go, even Han Yi, I didn't say myself I’m back. 

I’m confused now, what should I do if I don’t think about it?" 

 

"Then do you want this child?" 
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Yu Xiaoxuan's heart is particularly contradictory. According to her original plan, she wanted to have a 

baby for two years. After all, she is only 23 years old, which is the rising period of her career. If you have 

children, time and energy will definitely be The child was dispersed, plus, her current TV series was only 

half done, and if she quits halfway, it will have a bad impact on her in the future. 

 

"I don’t know, Qinglan, I am particularly contradictory now. I want to take a step closer in my career, but 

the child has come, so I can’t do it without me. It’s the only thing in the world that is related to me. 

People, people closer than Han Yi, I can't do it without cruelty." 

 

"Then born, Xiao Xuan, you can develop your career later, but if the child is lost, even if he owns it later, 

it will not be this one." Shen Qinglan said warmly. 

 

 

"As for the film crew's affairs, since Han Yi broke this down, let him handle it." Shen Qinglan kindly 

dumped the pot to Han Yi. 

 

 

"Hey, Qinglan, you said that you learned some magic. After I told you, I felt much better in my heart. I 

didn't get entangled." Yu Xiaoxuan sat up and finally had a smile on his face. 

 

 

Shen Qinglan debunked her, "In fact, you have already decided in your own heart, just want to find 



someone to support you." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan smiled, "Don't expose others. For the first time pregnant, there is no one to discuss with 

me, so I'm afraid." 

 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled, "When are you going to tell Han Yi about this?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan hummed, "Don't tell him first, if it's not this guy, I'm so entangled now." 

 

"Did you leave the crew and told Linda?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan looked embarrassed, "No." She knew she was pregnant last night, and she was entangled in 

her heart. She wanted to meet with Shen Qinglan. There was a person who had a discussion. Remember 

to talk to Linda. 

 

"Yeah, why is it so impulsive to do things, quickly call Linda and explain to her." Shen Qinglan said. 

 

 

"Qinglan, I dare not." Yu Xiaoxuan's face was guilty, and I thought Linda must be very angry now. If she 

called back, wouldn't she be scolded, "Qinglan, can you fight for me?" Yu Xiao Xuan looked at Shen 

Qinglan with a pitiful expression. 

 

Shen Qinglan glanced at her, took her cell phone, turned it on, and just turned it on. A series of 

messages popped out. Yu Xiaoxuan had heard the prompts and bowed her head embarrassedly. 

 

 

Before waiting for Shen Qinglan's call to dial out, Linda's call came in. As soon as she connected, she 

heard Linda's angry voice, "Where are you now? Yu Xiaoxuan, do you still have any artists?" The sense of 

responsibility, leave without saying..." 

 

 

"Linda, it's me, Shen Qinglan." Shen Qinglan interrupted Linda's words, and there was no sound on the 

other side of the phone. "Xiao Xuan is now with me. I had something urgent yesterday. Xiao Xuan knew 

that I was very worried about me. , I hurried back all night and didn’t tell you, I’m very sorry, this blame 

me.” 

 

She pushed everything to herself, and Yu Xiaoxuan was even more embarrassed when she heard it. 

Obviously it was the result of her waywardness, but she let Shen Qinglan bear it. Her heart was very 

unpleasant. 

 

"I still need Xiao Xuan to accompany me for two days here, yes, I'm sorry, the crew still needs you to 



communicate. Well, you can also tell the crew that I am willing to invest in this TV series and only seek 

conscience." 

 

Hanging up the phone, Yu Xiaoxuan looked at Shen Qinglan apologetically, "Qinglan, am I causing you 

trouble? Let me come to invest, and in your name, I will pay the money." 

 

Shen Qinglan returned the phone to Yu Xiaoxuan, and said lightly, "I don't have much other things but 

more money, just a little investment. I don't need you yet, but you can't be so capricious next time, 

Xiaoxuan, remember?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan nodded, "Well, I know that this is the first time, and I promise it will be the last." 

 

"I asked Linda to take two days off with the crew. Are you going home or are you?" 

 

"I want to be quiet myself first, and then go back to the crew to film, as for Han Yi, I won't say anything." 

 

Shen Qinglan frowned, "Is it okay to continue filming?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan nodded, "Well, no problem, this TV series is a modern drama, there is no major action, and 

now it has been more than half of the filming, I can actually stick to the completion of the filming, I am 

worried about the next film, that film The movie is an action movie. If I decide to give birth to the child, I 

am afraid I can’t shoot it. Sister Linda, the director and the head investor are not easy to explain. 

 

"You just have to give Han Yi these things. Since you are going to be born, tell Han Yi earlier, and the 

wedding should be ready." Shen Qinglan said. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan's face changed slightly, and he sneered, "I didn't even ask me to marry me, so I wouldn't 

marry." 

 

"Then what do you do when you have a big belly?" 

 

"Then I was born to raise myself. I have money and can afford it." Yu Xiaoxuan patted his chest. 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at her quietly and said slowly, "It's hard enough to have a baby. You still have to 

raise your own. Then Han Yi sits and enjoys it as a dad. He doesn't have to do anything. Are you sure you 

want him so cheap?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan thought, "Yeah, he can never be so cheap. The child should be brought with him when he 

was born." Having figured it out, she was suddenly happy and looked at Shen Qinglan's belly with a 

smile, "My dry son Have you been well recently, have you grown up a lot?" 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at his belly tenderly, "Well, he is very active recently, and troubles me every night. 

Sometimes I will be awakened by him at midnight." Speaking of the child in the belly, her expression is 

gentle, where are you still? It's a bit cold in the past. 



 

"It's good, Qinglan, I didn't expect that the three of you should be my first mother, and I should be the 

daughter of this baby, and then I will be your daughter-in-law." His eyes light up, "Ah, yes, I will do this 

in the future. If I have a daughter, I will be your daughter-in-law." 

 

Shen Qinglan: ...you decide your daughter's future marriage so rashly, she will cry. 

 

After thinking about it, Yu Xiaoxuan had a spirit again and shared with Shen Qinglan that he had 

encountered an anecdote while filming. Shen Qinglan listened quietly, occasionally saying a sentence or 

two, and there was a relaxed look in his eyebrows. . 

 

She thinks that she likes Yu Xiaoxuan is not unreasonable. She is a cheerful person. She is positive and 

optimistic about life. Every little thing in life can make her find fun. No matter who is with Yu Xiaoxuan, 

there will be a kind of relaxation. a feeling of. 

 

"Qinglan, I will go home at night, and tomorrow I will go to Han Yi and tell him the news." Yu Xiaoxuan 

was in a good mood. 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded with a smile, "Right, haven't you been to the hospital for examination?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan was stunned, "It seems that I just bought a pregnancy test stick myself, and I haven't really 

done a formal test." 

 

Shen Qinglan knew that this would be the case and shook his head. "There is still time this afternoon. 

Now let's do a check, and you can rest assured when you are sure." 

 

"It won't delay you?" Yu Xiaoxuan asked. 

 

Shen Qinglan shook her head. Now she is an idle person. She spends time with Fu Hengyi at home every 

day, painting, reading, playing chess, and occasionally going to the previous yoga session for pregnant 

women. 

 

The two set off for the hospital. Yu Xiaoxuan put on his sunglasses and didn’t dress too much. In Shen 

Qinglan’s words, the frank people would not make many guesses, not to mention Shen Qinglan beside 

him. It is normal for good friends to come to the hospital for a pregnancy test. 

 

Shen Qinglan has appointed Yu Xiaoxuan to an obstetrician and gynecologist. This doctor is also a friend 

of Dr. Zhong. He is very reliable and has rich experience. 

 

Shen Qinglan went in with Yu Xiaoxuan. After entering, Yu Xiaoxuan went to check with the doctor. She 

was sitting in a chair and waiting. 

 

It turned out that Yu Xiaoxuan was indeed pregnant. Just one month later, Yu Xiaoxuan was holding the 

test list in her hand, and some reactions could not come. Although she had tried it with a pregnancy test 



last night, this time it was true. I'm sure I'm pregnant, but the two feel different. 

 

"Qinglan, I really want to be a mother." Yu Xiaoxuan said startled. 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled slightly, "Well, are you happy?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan cracked his mouth, "Happy, the mood was different from when I just knew last night. At 

that time, I was scared and anxious. Now I only have happiness and excitement. I really want to call Han 

Yi to call this right away. news." 

 

Shen Qinglan understands her feelings very well. The moment she knew her pregnancy, she also wanted 

to share it with Fu Hengyi immediately, "Then call and tell him." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan nodded and shook his head again, "No, I want to tell him personally, Qinglan, did you feel 

the same way?" 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded with a smile, "Well, then go back at night and tell him to give him a surprise." 

 

"Haha, I think the same way, but I don't know if he will work overtime at night. I will call his secretary 

first and ask first, but this matter must be kept secret, otherwise there will be no surprises." Yu Xiao 

Xuan Nian was nagging, his face excited. 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at her like this, with smiles in her eyes. 

 

The two came out of the doctor's office, Yu Xiaoxuan had already put the list, halfway, Yu Xiaoxuan 

suddenly paused, "Qing Lan, my mobile phone seems to have been forgotten by the doctor, you wait for 

me." 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded and stood at the same place as Xiao Xuan, but just waited a long time for Yu 

Xiaoxuan to come back, could not help returning to find someone, just walked around the corner and 

saw Yu Xiaoxuan standing there, his face pale , Lost. 

 

"Xiaoxuan, what's wrong with you?" Shen Qinglan asked worriedly, and Yu Xiaoxuan's situation was a bit 

wrong. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan's eyes flicked and looked at Shen Qinglan, "Qinglan, can you take me home? My legs are 

soft." 

 

Shen Qinglan's eyes flickered, "Okay, let's go home first." She reached out and gave Yu Xiaoxuan a hand, 

and took Xiaoxuan to the car. 

 

Shen Qinglan didn't send Xiaoxuan home, but took it back to his home. Fu Hengyi saw Yu Xiaoxuan's 

appearance. There was a surprise in his eyes, and he glanced at Shen Qinglan. Shen Qinglan shook his 

head gently. 



 

"Fu Ye is good." Yu Xiaoxuan greeted him with no spirit. 

 

Fu Hengyi snorted and looked at Shen Qinglan without a word. 

 

Shen Qinglan will be arranged in the guest room of Xiao Xuan. Mr. Fu is away from home for two days. 

He and Mr. Shen went to Linshi to see Mr. Zhou. A few days ago, Mr. Zhou suddenly suffered a stroke 

and was hospitalized. watch. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan didn't eat dinner, and after sitting in the room, he sat on the bed without saying a word. 

Shen Qinglan brought her the food. "First eat, no matter what happens, you can't make fun of your 

body." Shen Qinglan said . 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan shook his head, "Qinglan, I really can't eat it." 

 

Shen Qinglan sat down next to her, "What happened in the hospital before? Didn't you go get your 

phone?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan's tears suddenly fell, and Shen Qinglan's eyes flickered, "You see Han Yi?" Now only Han Yi 

can make Yu Xiaoxuan's mood swing so big. 

 

Upon hearing Han Yi’s name, Yu Xiaoxuan’s tears fell even more fiercely. Shen Qinglan thought for a 

while, and a speculation appeared in his heart. He tentatively asked, “Do you see Han Yi appearing in the 

Obstetrics and Gynecology Department with other women? " 

 

Unexpectedly, as soon as the words fell, Yu Xiaoxuan burst into tears, "Qinglan, the woman is still 

holding a big belly, and it has been four or five months since she looked at her. Han Yi supported her, 

and the two were very close. ." 

 

Shen Qinglan's eyes changed slightly, "You see clearly?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan nodded, "It must be Han Yi." She would admit anyone wrong in this world, but this person 

absolutely does not include Han Yi. 

 

Shen Qinglan didn't know what to say. After thinking for a while, he asked, "Is that woman his relative?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan shook his head, "I don't know, I haven't seen that woman, I don't even dare to step forward 

and ask Han Yi, I'm afraid he told me this child is his." 

 

Shen Qinglan's heart suddenly fell to the ground, she looked at Yu Xiaoxuan, "Yu Xiaoxuan, I found that 

you are really stupid sometimes." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan looked at her in tears, "Qinglan, you scold me." Grievous tone. 

 



Shen Qinglan not only wanted to scold her, but also wanted to open her head to see if there were fish in 

it. "Did you forget that lesson last time?" 

 

This Yu Xiaoxuan will naturally not forget, thinking that Xia Fei's design, she and Han Yi almost broke up, 

"Qinglan, do you mean someone designs this time?" 

 

Shen Qinglan glanced at her bitterly, "Yu Xiaoxuan, your IQ has been returned, right?" 

 

"Qing Lan." Yu Xiaoxuan screamed pitifully. She is now full of scenes seen in the hospital, where can she 

calmly think. 

 

Shen Qinglan sighed softly, "Xiao Xuan, I once told you that trusting with all my heart is a lover. You are 

too insecure. Have you never believed Han Yi?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan remained silent for a long time, and said softly, "I believe in him, but I have low self-esteem, 

Qinglan, I don't hide you, in fact, I have listened to Xia Fei and his father, Han Yi is so good, no matter 

how hard I try , I always feel that I am not worthy of him, Qinglan, Han Yi to me, is a mountain looking 

up." 

 

Shen Qinglanmo, she had never felt such a feeling, nor did she think of Yu Xiaoxuan's inner self-esteem, 

"So, what do you want to achieve in your career so that you can stand better beside him?" " 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan nodded, "Qinglan, am I stupid?" 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded politely, "It's stupid enough, Xiao Xuan, you should be proud. Han Yi, an excellent 

person like Qianfan, has chosen you, and proves that you have enough attraction to him, and you are in 

his eyes. Here is the priceless treasure, the views of outsiders are just the views of outsiders, and you 

have done a good job." 

 

For nearly a year, Yu Xiaoxuan worked hard. Although her resources have always been top-notch due to 

Han Yi's relationship, she also used her own efforts to prove that she is worthy of this resource. Every 

film she starred in Movies and TV series, and even an advertisement have been well received. Although 

her acting skills were not mature enough and good enough at the beginning, her progress was put in 

front of the audience. 

 

There are fewer and fewer doubts from the outside world, and more and more certain to her. Now her 

resources are still good, but not because of Han Yi, but with her own strength. These seem to Shen 

Qinglan. Is enough. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan laughed loudly, with the tears on his face, like a child who had not grown up, "Qinglan, you 

said how many good things I did in my last life to meet such a good friend." 

 

"Don't eat until you have figured it out, even if you don't eat it, the children in your stomach will have to 

eat it." Shen Qinglan patted her shoulder and still sighed in her heart. Since her parents died in an 



accident, Yu Xiaoxuan looked Not much has changed, it seems to be more cheerful and stronger than 

before, but in fact it is more sensitive than before. In the past, it was very bold and nervous, but now it is 

cautious and very uneasy, lacking a sense of security. 

 

Thinking this way, Shen Qinglan felt that the child arrived very timely. With the child's fetters, at least it 

can make Yu Xiaoxuan feel that she still has loved ones in this world, and the safety of a child with a 

blood connection also brings her a sense of security. There is no substitute for others. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan's appetite is not good, and after eating a little, she is full, and Shen Qinglan did not ask her 

to eat more, that is, she told her to leave early to leave. 

 

Back in the room, Fu Hengyi was already lying on the bed. When she saw her come in, she looked at 

him, "She sleeps?" 

 

Shen Qinglan nodded, "Have you ever called Han Yi?" 

 

"Well, I called, and Han Yi didn't answer. I asked him to call me back when he came back." Fu Hengyi 

said. Just after Shen Qinglan had a look in the living room, Fu Hengyi understood what she meant. 

 

Han Yi's phone call came at ten o'clock in the evening. He just got away from an entertainment and 

returned home to Fu Hengyi without taking a shower. 

 

"Master Fu, what is the so-called little thing you are looking for?" Han Yi's legs lay on the coffee table, 

lying on the sofa in a relaxed posture. 

 

"What did you do today?" 

 

Han Yitao raised his eyes, "Yo, Master Fu, are you still free to care about my life?" Since Shen Qinglan 

became pregnant, Fu Hengyi has really been the hot head of his wife and children. Where do you 

remember these brothers? 

 

"I'm not talking nonsense with you. Who is the person who went to the hospital with you today?" Fu 

Hengyi opened the door and saw that Shen Qinglan had told him the story of the incident. 

 

"My cousin. Hey, no, how do you know that I went to the hospital today?" 

 

"I saw it with my wife during the maternity inspection." Fu Hengyi said lightly. 

 

"You see me, don't you say hello to me?" 

 

"In case this is your little lover, let's not embarrass you in the past?" Fu Hengyi made a rare joke. 

 

Han Yi sat up on the sofa, "My old master, this kind of joke is unreasonable. I was known by my little 

vinegar tank, and the vinegar sea would be turned over. Didn't the little sister-in-law tell Xiaoxuan?" 



 

Fu Hengyi glanced at Shen Qinglan who was reading, "No." 

 

Han Yi lightly breathed, Yu Xiaoxuan was sensitive, he didn’t want her to think more, “That’s good, I’ll 

tell you, you’ll have to shut your mouth on this matter, if Xiao Xuan is jealous, I’ll Tell your sister-in-law 

about the love letter you received before." 

 

As soon as the speech fell, Shen Qinglan's hand flipped through the book, and he looked at Fu Hengyi. Fu 

Hengyi's expression remained unchanged, but his eyes were slightly cold when he saw the hands-free 

mobile phone. Shen Qinglan looked back at Fu Hengyi with a smile. look. 

 

Fu Hengyi hung up the phone directly and looked at Shen Qinglan, "Wife, don't listen to Han Yi talking 

nonsense." 

 

Shen Qinglan turned the pages in his hand, his expression calm, "What did Han Yi talk nonsense?" 

 

Fu Hengyi stared closely at her, "I haven't received any girls' love letters." 

 

"Oh, this thing, that means Han Yi lied?" Shen Qinglan asked lightly. 

 

Fu Hengyi nodded conscientiously, "Well, it was he who spoke the word." 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at Fu Hengyi's serious nonsense, a smile flashed in his eyes, but the expression on 

his face was still faint, "I think Han Yi said it is true, you are so good, and you look so beautiful, It’s 

normal for a woman to like it, and it’s a strange thing if no one likes it.” 

 

The randomness of her words made Fu Hengyi unable to judge whether he really didn't care, or he was 

jealous. "Wife, don't you jealous?" 

 

Shen Qinglan put the book on the bedside table and looked at him, "What would you do if I was 

jealous?" 

 

Fu Hengyi hugged her into his arms, "My wife is jealous, I am naturally coaxing." Then, he lowered his 

head and kissed Shen Qinglan's lips. 

 

Shen Qinglan stretched out his arms around his neck and began to respond to his kisses. With his wife's 

cooperation, Fu Hengyi's body that had been empty for a long time reacted instantly. 

 

In the past few months, because of Shen Qinglan's pregnancy and his leg injury, both of them have been 

eating vegetarian for a long time. This flirtation is not only Fu Hengyi's body clamoring, but Shen 

Qinglan's eyes are also blurred. 

 

Fu Hengyi's hand squeezed at a certain position and spoke softly, "I grew up a lot." 

 



A light flashed in Shen Qinglan's eyes, and he put his hand into the quilt. Fu Hengyi snorted and closed 

his eyes comfortably. While waiting for Shen Qinglan's next move, Shen Qinglan withdrew his hand and 

moved Fu Hengyi. Push away and say, "Your daughter said she was sleepy and wanted to sleep." 

 

Fu Hengyi was a little embarrassed for a moment, and rarely looked at her with a blank face, "Wife." His 

voice shouted dumbly, with a clear feeling of passion. 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at him innocently, "Your daughter is sleepy, don't believe you ask her." Then, he 

placed Fu Hengyi's hand on his stomach. 

 

Fu Hengyi looked at her calmly, where she still didn't understand that she had just deliberately lowered 

her head and took a bite on her face. "You, you just toss me." 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled slightly, closed his eyes and slept in Fu Hengyi's arms, while Fu Hengyi held Jiao's 

wife in his arms and kept his eyes open till early morning. 

 

He touched Shen Qinglan's tummy from time to time, thinking that after the little guy was born, he must 

make up for what he was missing now. With this thought, Fu Hengyi only felt hotter. 

 

Early the next morning, Fu Hengyi went out after getting up, but told Shen Qinglan that he had 

something to go out, but did not say where to go. Shen Qinglan knew that the guards would follow him, 

but he didn’t ask. Leave a little private space for each other. 

 

Han Yi was told by the assistant that Fu Hengyi had come just after the meeting. He was waiting for him 

in the office at the moment, and he couldn't help raising an eyebrow. "Scatter, how did you come to me 

today?" 

 

Fu Hengyi looked at Han Yi, "You don't come to see me, only me to see you." 

 

He said carelessly, but made Han Yi startled. "Young Master Fu, you are very abnormal today. This may 

be like what your Fu Ye would say. Would you be irritated?" He stared Looked at Fu Hengyi's face. 

 

"How do I think you look more like dissatisfaction now?" 

 

Fu Hengyi's face was dark, and he looked at him coldly, and threw a folder in his hand, "Look at this." 

 

Han Yi took a look curiously, and the surprise on his face grew stronger, "You made this plan?" 

 

Fu Hengyi looked faint, "Isn't it you that I am?" 

 

Han Yi stared at him. Early in the morning, he talked so violently. Who offended him?Certainly it will not 

be Shen Qinglan, this is the wife and slave, even if Shen Qinglan really provokes him, he can't bear to be 

angry, then is he really dissatisfied? 

 



It was really right that Han Yi was right. Last night Shen Qinglan turned Fu Fuyi and turned to sleep. Poor 

Fu Hengyi kept his eyes open and could not sleep, even before. After all, both of them were 

inconvenient and abstinence didn’t feel much, but It is different now. The flames are lit but not 

destroyed, and the beloved is lying in his arms, sleeping sweetly. Fu Hengyi is not willing to toss Shen 

Qinglan, and can only toss the culprit Han Yi. 

 

If Han Yi knew that he would usher in continuous overtime work for the next few months because of a 

joke last night, he would definitely want to kill himself. 

 

"How do you like this project?" Fu Hengyi asked. 

 

Han Yi smiled, "Yes, if the benefits are considerable, I am more curious now, aren't you always 

uninterested in these, how come you think of such a plan?" 

 

"Make some milk powder money." Fu Hengyi threw out five words. 

 

Han Yi: ...as for your wife's family, you still need to make milk powder? 

 

If Master Fu knew Han Yi’s thoughts, he would definitely tell him, “My wife’s money is my wife’s money. 

When a man makes money to support his family, it’s just right. If he depends on his wife, wouldn’t it be 

a soft meal?” 

 

"Okay, okay, milk powder money is milk powder money. I am very interested in this plan. How much 

dividends do you want?" Han Yi is very direct, his brother, so polite and boring. 

 

"Thirty." Fu Hengyi said. 

 

Han Yi bitten his face, "Master, can we be merciful? The plan is needless to say, the person who 

executed it must be me? You are the one who left the shopkeeper in the end. I'm a contributor, and you 

should do what you should do Raise the price a little bit for me. I still have so many people eating." 

 

"Thirty-five." Fu Hengyi spit out a few words. 

 

Han Yi's face stiffened, "Let's go, thirty is thirty, who made you my brother, but I don't plan to make this 

plan in the name of Han's Group, you should have the same opinion?" 

 

Fu Hengyi nodded, "Well, my opinion is to buy a small company in the name of that company, preferably 

that company is not in your name, you can hang it under Yu Xiaoxuan's name." 

 

"Hang in Xiao Xuan's name?" Han Yi wondered. 

 

"Well, Yu Xiaoxuan is just an entertainer now. If there is a company in hand, or a company that is about 

to develop rapidly, the company whose scale is similar to the listed company in the future will also be a 

good improvement to her identity. Her identity is high. By the way, your father’s dissatisfaction with her 



can be less. I know you don’t care about your father’s opinion, but outsiders don’t think so.” 

 

The inattentiveness on Han Yi's face gradually disappeared, seriously thinking about the feasibility of Fu 

Hengyi's plan, thinking for a while, and looking at Fu Hengyi, "Is this suggestion made by sister-in-law?" 

 

According to Fu Hengyi's indifferent personality, if Shen Qinglan hadn't said anything, he wouldn't care 

about Yu Xiaoxuan. 

 

Fu Hengyi did not deny that there is indeed a part of Shen Qinglan's relationship, but there is also Han 

Yi's relationship. To raise Yu Xiaoxuan's identity is also to make her more secure and have a more stable 

relationship with Han Yi, so Shen Qinglan will not Will be worried for Yu Xiaoxuan, and his brother can 

also achieve positive results as soon as possible. 

 

To put it bluntly, this is because Fu Qing tasted because Shen Qinglan focused his attention on Yu 

Xiaoxuan.And Yu Xiaoxuan was so insecure because Han Yi did not do well. In other words, Han Yi was 

still the culprit. 

 

If Han Yi knew the real idea in Fu Hengyi's heart, he must be crying and laughing, no matter what, he 

was the proper king of guns. 

 

"Okay, let me do the operation for me. I still need to plan well. If your plan is really successful, then the 

profit is very considerable. I suddenly feel that it is a pity that you are a soldier. If the plan is known to 

the old foxes in the mall, it will definitely be swarmed. You are a proper business elite delayed by the 

army." Han Yi ridiculed him. 

 

There is no special expression on Fu Hengyi's face. During this time, he is at home all day. In addition to 

studying some things related to pregnancy, he will also read some economic books. When he went 

abroad to study abroad, Fu Hengyi studied professionally. It was an economics major, but it was only 

deserted when I went back directly to the army after returning home. 

 

Despite staying in the army for so many years, the foundation is there, and the sensitivity of the industry 

is still there, otherwise it would not have established Shengxuan and Charm with Han Yi. 

 

Han Yi was right when he said something. If Fu Hengyi didn't enter the army, he must have entered the 

mall. 

 

"How have you been with Yu Xiaoxuan recently?" After finishing the business, Fu Hengyi talked about 

other things. 

 

Han Yi raised his head from the plan and looked at Fu Hengyi with amazement. "What happened to you 

these two days, so concerned about me and Yu Xiaoxuan?" Yesterday, he was asked about Yu Xiaoxuan. 

After Yu Xiaoxuan, Han Yi wouldn't be curious if he changed to a gossip, but if he changed to Fu Hengyi, 

it seemed strange to see it. 

 



"Just ask." Fu Hengyi said. 

 

Han Yi looked at him, "You are not such a gossip, is something wrong?" 

 

"What do you want to happen?" Fu Hengyi asked him. 

 

Han Yi was speechless, what made him want something to happen. 

 

"If you're fine, spend more time with other girls, don't eat enough to take care of other people's 

business." 

 

"Hey, I'm so uncomfortable listening to what you said, when did I take care of other people's business..." 

Han Yi paused, and finally understood what Fu Hengyi said, "You are talking about the hospital yesterday 

What's the matter here? That's really not to blame me. My cousin and brother-in-law came to Beijing to 

get a pregnancy test. It seems that they had problems with the fetus on their side. They came over 

without worrying, then I am such a cousin, she came I can’t ignore it, I will accompany them to the 

hospital, and then my cousin was called away from the leader’s phone temporarily, and I can’t help it. I 

remember my cousin, you’ve seen it, it doesn’t make sense. understanding." 

 

"It took too long to forget." Fu Hengyi said. 

 

Han Yi sneered, "I don't think you forgot, you didn't remember at all, I really doubt, now who do you 

remember besides Shen Qinglan." He stared at Fu Hengyi's face, "It was because my cousin told me that 

I liked you I was stopped by the matter, otherwise my cousin's designation is sad Pacific, where is the 

happy life now." 

 

"You can talk about it now, if you say it in front of Qinglan..." Fu Hengyi's tone was slightly cold. 

 

Han Yi laughed, "You think I'm stupid, I'm definitely not going to say it in front of the younger sister-in-

law, but tonight my cousin and cousin will treat you. 

 

He smiled, "If my cousin sees you like this, Idols will be disillusioned." 

 

Fu Hengyi looked at him coldly, "Are you busy?" 

 

Han Yi shook his head quickly. "Where am I going to be busy? You have just thrown me such a big 

project today. It's enough for me to be busy for a year. You still think I'm busy." 

 

"When you have time, give Yu Xiaoxuan a call and care about others." After finishing talking, Fu Hengyi 

made a phone call to the guards waiting outside and asked him to come in and push him out. 

 

Han Yi waited for Fu Hengyi to leave and touched his chin. Fu Hengyi had not mentioned Yu Xiaoxuan 

with him for the first time. Is there any meaning in it? 

 



He thought about it and made a call to Yu Xiaoxuan, but prompted to shut down, glanced at the time, 

and didn't care. He thought that maybe Yu Xiaoxuan filmed last night and was still asleep. 

 

He looked at the plan in his hand, and the brighter his eyes became, the whole person was excited. Since 

managing the Han Group, in addition to his passion for the first two years, he feels more and more 

boring in these years There is no challenge at all, and Fu Hengyi's plan successfully inspired the blood in 

his body. 

 

Digression 

 

The two chapters have been merged into one chapter, no chapters apart. 

 

PS: Master Fu feels hard now, and when the baby is born, he will feel even harder, haha 

 

379  How much do you know about her past 

 

 

When Yu Xiaoxuan came out of the room, Shen Qinglan had prepared her breakfast, "Come and eat 

first." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan nodded and sat down at the dining table. 

 

"Look what you want to eat." Shen Qinglan said. 

 

"What about Master Fu?" Yu Xiaoxuan asked without seeing Fu Hengyi. 

 

"I went out early in the morning and said there was something." Shen Qinglan said casually. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan served a bowl of porridge and drank a little absent-mindedly. Shen Qinglan put an egg in 

front of her, "eat more, you need nutrition now." 

 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan nodded, hesitated, and said softly, "Qinglan, you said who was the woman we saw 

yesterday?" 

 

 

"Since you want to know, why not call Han Yi yourself?" 

 

 

"Dare not ask, if asked, people thought I was following him." Yu Xiaoxuan said. 



 

Shen Qinglan looked at her speechlessly, Yu Xiaoxuan's eyes dodge, "Well, I admit that I counseled, 

yesterday I was thinking about stubborn, if you face such a scene, what would you do Qinglan?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan was curious about this. 

 

Shen Qinglan ate breakfast calmly and said, "Go straight and ask." She and Fu Hengyi trust each other. 

She believes that Fu Hengyi will not do something that is sorry for her. Since this is the case, there is 

nothing to hide. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan's eyes dimmed, "Actually, I still don't trust Han Yi enough, right?" 

 

 

Shen Qinglan sighed, "You all know your problem and don't need me to say it at all." 

 

"Qinglan, what do you say about me now? Why are you so unconfident?" 

 

 

"Xiao Xuan, you care too much about Han Yi. In fact, in this relationship, you put yourself in a position 

lower than Han Yi. You have been looking up at him. This kind of feeling is fine for a short time, for a 

long time, Sooner or later something will go wrong. What you have to do now is not to blame yourself, 

but to learn to place yourself on an equal footing with Han Yi." 

 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan drank the porridge in silence. Shen Qinglan knew that she understood it and stopped 

talking, eating breakfast. 

 

After finishing the meal, Yu Xiaoxuan left, and she wanted to find Han Yi. 

 

 

Not long after Yu Xiaoxuan left, Fu Hengyi came back, holding a bunch of flowers in his hand, Shen 

Qinglan raised his eyebrows, "You just went out early to buy a bunch of flowers for me?" 

 

Fu Hengyi smiled, "and the cake you love." 

 

Shen Qinglan noticed that Fu Hengyi still had a small cake in his hand, which was the one that Shen 

Junyu had queued for her before. 

 

"How long have you been in the team?" Shen Qinglan asked. 

 

Fu Hengyi said indifferently, "It didn't take long for me to get lucky today. When I got there, there were 

not many people. I waited for more than ten minutes. 



 

The guard on the side heard tears in his heart, but he accompanied Fu Hengyi to buy such a small piece 

of cake in the cold wind for an hour and a half. Originally, he wanted to buy more pieces, but this cake is 

Limited, they are the last piece when they go, the new ones will not be ready until the afternoon. 

 

Shen Qinglan naturally did not believe that he had only waited for more than ten minutes, but he did 

not expose him. He did not want to worry about himself, so he should not know well. 

 

In front of the guard, Shen Qinglan leaned over and kissed Fu Hengyi's face and said softly, "Thank you, I 

like it very much." 

 

Although there was no expression on Fu Hengyi's face, his eyes were full of gentle smiles. 

 

The guard Quan Quan couldn't see himself, "That chief, if I'm fine, I'll go out first." His single dog can't 

stand abuse. 

 

Fu Hengyi nodded, and the guard hurried away, thinking quietly in his heart whether he should find a 

girlfriend. 

 

Shen Qinglan found a vase to arrange the flowers. 

 

** 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan took a taxi directly to Han Yi's company, who originally wanted to call Han Yi first. Who 

knows that the mobile phone turned off because of power failure, so he could only do so.The front desk 

knew Yu Xiaoxuan and knew that she was Han Yi's girlfriend, so she dare not stop her. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan looked at himself in the elevator, sweating a little in his palm. 

 

"Miss Yu, why are you here?" The assistant was surprised to see Yu Xiaoxuan. Shouldn't she be filming in 

the field now? 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan smiled, "I have something to come back, and look at Han Yi by the way, is he here?" 

 

The assistant nodded, "Han is here, but now he is in the meeting room. You can wait for him in his 

office, and the meeting will be over soon." 

 

"Okay, let me wait for him first." Yu Xiaoxuan said, pushing the door of the office, but saw a woman 

sitting on the sofa, the woman she saw in the hospital yesterday, her blood instantly frozen His eyes 

changed slightly. 

 

She stood at the door of the office and looked straight at the woman. She looked calm, if she ignored 

her eyes.The woman also saw Yu Xiaoxuan, but recognized Yu Xiaoxuan. 

 



The assistant came in and saw this scene, smiled and introduced the two of them, "Miss Yu, this is Mr. 

Mo Zhishan, the cousin of President Han, Miss Mo, and Miss Mo, this is Mr. Yu Xiaoxuan, Mr. Han's 

girlfriend. " 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan's cold sweat-filled head woke up instantly and turned to look at the assistant, "Cousin?" 

 

The assistant nodded, "Yes, Miss Mo is Uncle Han's daughter." 

 

A little embarrassment flashed in Yu Xiaoxuan's eyes, especially when he thought that he had been 

thinking about it all night because of his cousin, he couldn't help but secretly spurn himself. 

 

Mo Zhishan stood up and looked at Yu Xiaoxuan friendly, "I finally saw your real person, I heard my 

cousin mention you many times, and I always wanted to see you, but this stingy person always refused, 

fearing that I would let you Eat it and treat me like a flood beast." 

 

She was joking, but let the atmosphere relax at once, probably seeing Yu Xiaoxuan's embarrassment, 

she smiled, "Is it shocked when I see me, thinking about whether there is any flirtatious Is it cheap to 

hook up my cousin?" 

 

She said frankly, but it was Yu Xiaoxuan who was even more embarrassed and blushed. 

 

Mo Zhishan laughed, "Haha, actually you think it's right. If you don't think so, I should think about 

whether you don't love my cousin, and you don't know, before, my cousin still I really used me as a 

shield, and the ignorant girls who deceived fell into tears." 

 

She took the initiative to come over and took Yu Xiaoxuan to sit down on the sofa. "I am a tuberculous 

person. I like to talk to others. If you make a mistake, don't you mind." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan quickly shook his head, "No, no, I'm a tuberculosis." 

 

Mo Zhishan didn't fail to see Yu Xiaoxuan's nervousness. He probably misunderstood his relationship 

with Han Yi and couldn't help laughing. 

 

Fortunately, Han Yi came back quickly, and was a little surprised to see Yu Xiaoxuan, "Aren't you filming? 

When did you come back?" 

 

"I came back yesterday and came back to do something." Yu Xiaoxuan said. 

 

Now that there are other people, Han Yi did not ask much, but looked at Mo Zhishan, "You already 

know?" 

 

Mo Zhishan nodded with a smile, "I know, and I talked with your baby girlfriend for a long time, no 

wonder you hide her so well, even if you don't want me to see you, it turns out that your girlfriend is so 

cute A person." 



 

Han Yi smiled and said, "That is, Xiao Xuan is my baby. Where can you easily see it, but now that I see it, 

has my curiosity been satisfied?" 

 

Mo Zhishan also smiled and shook his head, "Not satisfied, I am particularly curious now, what means 

did you use to deceive such a simple aunt into your hand?" According to age, Mo Zhishan is older than 

Yu Xiaoxuan year old. 

 

Han Yi glared, "What is cheating, I am the one she sincerely pursues, Mo Zhishan, I can warn you, if you 

scared my girlfriend away, I will tell you the old statement, saying that you have begun to call the so-

called male God." 

 

Mo Zhi was in a hurry this time, "Han Yi, why are you like this, I'm your cousin." 

 

"Cousin is not as important as girlfriend." 

 

"Huh, you guys who are light-hearted, I'm going to tell Dad that you bully me." 

 

Han Yi squinted, "You go." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan quietly looked at the two people fighting, and they could see that although the two were 

fighting each other, but the relationship was very good, Han Yi hugged Yu Xiaoxuan's shoulder, "Okay, 

don't tell you It’s almost time. You can call Xu Yifan to see how he’s doing. Let’s go to dinner if he’s 

done.” He looked down at Yu Xiaoxuan, “Is there nothing wrong today?” 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan shook his head, "It's all right." Shen Qinglan helped her take a two-day leave with Linda 

yesterday. 

 

Mo Zhishan called her husband and knew he was done. He was rushing back to look at Han Yi. Han Yi 

said, "Let him go directly to the place where he is eating and wait for us." He reported an address. 

 

At the dinner table, Yu Xiaoxuan's words were much less than usual. Han Yi only said to her when she 

saw that his family could not let go, whispering to Yu Xiaoxuan while she was eating, "My uncle is not 

like my family ,rest assured." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan couldn't tell Han Yi that he had blamed himself because he misunderstood him, so he 

smiled and said, "I can see that, I just feel a little nervous." 

 

Han Yi held Yu Xiaoxuan's hand under the dining table and shook it gently. 

 

After dinner, Han Yi took Mo Zhishan and Xu Yifan to the airport, and they will go back today.Yu 

Xiaoxuan followed him off. 

 

On the way back, Yu Xiaoxuan remained silent, and Han Yi finally realized that something was wrong 



with her, and asked softly, "Xiao Xuan, do you have any concerns?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan heard the words and shook his head, "No." 

 

"Do you have anything to say to me?" Han Yi changed his words. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan hesitated and looked at Han Yi's profile, "Han Yi, if I did something wrong, would you 

forgive me?" 

 

"Then it depends on what it is. Let me talk about it first. What did you do?" Han Yi said casually. 

 

"I said you promised not to be angry and I said." 

 

Han Yi squinted at her, "It seems that you did something sorry for me?" Joke tone. 

 

"I saw you and Zhishan in the hospital yesterday." Yu Xiaoxuan said with his eyes closed. 

 

Han Yi yelled, "You saw it, why didn't you come up and say hello to me?" Speaking of this, she reacted 

instantly and looked at her, "Aren't you misunderstanding my relationship with Zhishan?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan looked embarrassed, bowed his head and said nothing.Not only did she misunderstand, but 

she was sad all night because of this matter. 

 

Han Yi saw what she looked like, and she didn't understand anything. She looked at the road and found 

a place to park. 

 

"Yu Xiaoxuan, didn't you want to sleep all night last night?" Han Yi asked. When he saw Yu Xiaoxuan 

today, he noticed that her eyes were a bit dark. She originally thought that she was too tired to work 

and didn't take a rest. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan lowered his head and dared not look at him. 

 

Han Yi stared quietly at her head, "Yu Xiaoxuan, you just don't believe me?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan's hands were twisted to each other, which was a small movement when she was nervous. 

 

"Yu Xiaoxuan, you look at me." Han Yi sternly said, Yu Xiaoxuan looked up instantly, looked at Han Yi, her 

eyes were red. 

 

Han Yi's heart softened immediately, her expression slowed, and she reached out and rubbed her hair. 

"It's a fool. If you have any questions, don't ask me directly. Do you want to be stupid in there?" In such 

a situation, remember to come forward and question me." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan's tears fell down, hitting Han Yi's hand, "Han Yi, I'm sorry." 



 

Han Yi sighed softly and held Xiao Xuan in his arms. "Isn't it a misunderstanding? Just explain it clearly. 

I'm not angry. Why did you cry first?" 

 

"I just feel that I am no longer worthy of you, and I doubt you if I can't move. I don't know what's wrong 

with me. I just can't control myself to think about it, Han Yi, sorry." 

 

Han Yi felt a slight pain in her heart. The trauma brought to her by Yu Xiaoxuan’s parents’ death was 

revealed at this time. The girl who had opened his teeth and claws before him now faced him. Be 

careful.He tried very hard to reduce this feeling in her heart, but the effect was always not obvious. 

 

"Xiao Xuan, you never have to say sorry to me, and don't feel that you don't deserve me. You are fine. In 

my eyes, you are the best person." Han Yi softly comforted her. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan cried even more fiercely, "Han Yi, you scold me, you will be comfortable if you scold me." 

 

Han Yi smiled, "Whoever deliberately seeks to scold, I can't bear to say it again, but I can tell you this is 

the last time, if you misunderstand me again because of this kind of thing next time, I want to torture 

myself, I will be true Was angry. If I was angry, the consequences would be very serious." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan nodded vigorously, "Han Yi, I will try to learn to be more confident and not cranky." 

 

Han Yi heard the words and couldn't help but smile, "If you let others hear this, you should cry. Have you 

forgotten that you just won the Best Actress and Newcomer Award? These awards are enough to prove 

your excellence. " 

 

"Not the same, those things are not enough to prove that I am a woman worthy of you, I still need to 

continue to work hard." Yu Xiaoxuan said dumbly. 

 

Han Yi touched her hair, "Xiao Xuan, you don't need to force yourself like this, I don't need a strong 

woman's wife, you're fine now." 

 

"Do you mean that I am too stupid?" 

 

"Isn't it stupid to be good? The old saying that stupid people have stupid blessings, you should be happy 

that you are stupid, so I will love you a little more." Han Yi said with a smile, a smart and capable wife, if 

he wanted to find a long Found it, but that kind of woman is not his dish at all. 

 

It's just... Han Yi frowned suddenly, remembering a thing that he had been neglected for a long time, 

"How can you appear in the hospital?" That hospital is a women's health care hospital, and Yu Xiaoxuan 

has nothing to do there? 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan originally lowered her head. When she heard this, she withdrew from Han Yi's arms and 

looked at his eyes, saying one by one, "Han Yi, I am pregnant." 



 

Han Yi was blank, as if he didn't understand what Yu Xiaoxuan said. He frowned at her, "What did you 

just say?" 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan looked at him like this and suddenly froze in his heart. Shouldn't Han Yi not like the child, 

did he really not want the child? 

 

She looked at him with a disturbed expression, "Han Yi, I said I was pregnant." Yu Xiaoxuan pulled his 

sleeve, "Han Yi, do you not like children? Are we leaving her okay? I want to give birth she was." 

 

Han Yi's eyebrows gradually loosened, um, he was right, he really wanted to be a father, haha, he 

wanted to be a father.Han Yi suddenly laughed out loud. If it were not in the car now, he really wanted 

to hold Yu Xiaoxuan around for a few laps. 

 

He hugged Yu Xiaoxuan and kissed her face fiercely, "Baby, you are really my big baby, great." 

 

This time it was Yu Xiaoxuan's turn to be in a daze. She looked at Han Yi in a daze, but the reaction did 

not change. 

 

Han Yi was very excited, let go of Yu Xiaoxuan, and immediately called Fu Hengyi, "Hengyi, I tell you, I'm 

going to be a father, haha." 

 

Fu Hengyi was adjusting the color of Shen Qinglan. Hearing this, his expression was faint, "My daughter 

was born in two months." 

 

Han Yi snorted, you are almost amazing, and my family is almost okay, just hung up the phone and called 

Shen Junyu again, "Jun Yu, I will be a father soon, haha!" 

 

Shen Junyu chuckled, "I'm going to be a bridegroom soon, you are not even married" 

 

Han Yiyu, these plastic brothers. 

 

Hanging up the phone, Han Yi snorted, "They are jealous of me. Absolutely jealous, aren't they just 

getting married? In a matter of minutes, I'm going to get people to prepare now, and promise to be 

earlier than Shen Junyu's wedding." 

 

While Han Yi was talking, he was about to call his assistant. Yu Xiaoxuan saw it and quickly held his hand. 

"Han Yi, calm down." 

 

Han Yi saw her, grinned, smirked, and Yu Xiaoxuan covered his eyes. Who is this man who laughed like a 

fool?Can she pretend not to know him?But it was sweet in my heart. It was so good. Han Yi, like her, 

welcomed the arrival of this little angel. 

 

"Xiao Xuan, let's go home now. Tell me what you want to eat and what you want to do. No, I'm going to 



hire an aunt and a dietitian to take care of your life now." Han Yi broke her mind. 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan was both sweet and helpless. He followed Han Yi home. Han Yi knew that Yu Xiaoxuan did 

not rest well last night and urged her to take a rest.It was like Xiao Xuan was asleep, he was sitting by 

the bed, quietly watching Yu Xiao Xuan go to sleep, his eyes sweeping the position of her lower 

abdomen from time to time, the tenderness in his eyes seemed to drip out. 

 

He lowered his head and gently kissed Xiaoxuan's face, and whispered, "Yu Xiaoxuan, thank you." Thank 

you for giving me a complete home. 

 

** 

 

Fu Hengyi hung up the phone, and Shen Qinglan asked, "Han Yi already knows?" 

 

Fu Hengyi nodded, a smile flashed in his eyes, "Excited, come show me that I want to be a father." His 

brother is so happy, Fu Hengyi is also happy for Han Yi. 

 

Shen Qinglan smiled and could imagine such a scene, "This is actually very good." Whether it is Han Yi or 

Yu Xiaoxuan, they are all lonely people. They all yearn for a complete home. This warmth can only last 

longer in your own blood. 

 

Fu Hengyi nodded in agreement, just wanted to speak, but heard Shen Qinglan yell and looked at her 

nervously, "What's wrong?" 

 

Shen Qinglan shook his head and smiled, "It's okay, just the child kicked me." 

 

Recently, the child has become more and more active in the stomach. Even if he does not feel 

deliberately, Fu Hengyi can often see the child stretching his fists in his mother's stomach. 

 

"It must be naughty in the future." Fu Hengyi said. 

 

Boys, the naughty point doesn't matter, Shen Qinglan thought lightly, seeing the trace of sadness in Fu 

Hengyi's eyes, he couldn't help but laugh, this person always worried that the girl was too skinny to hurt. 

 

"Fu Hengyi, help me adjust the color of blue." Shen Qinglan changed the subject and focused his 

attention on the painting. 

 

Fu Hengyi was distracted by Shen Qinglan, no longer entangled in whether the child was naughty, and 

concentrated on adjusting the color of Shen Qinglan. 

 

Chu Yunrong came in and saw such a warm scene. He looked at Aunt Zhao and smiled. 

 

When Shen Qinglan saw Chu Yunrong coming, she had to put down her brush, "You don't have to worry 

about your mother if you draw yours." 



 

Shen Qinglan's painting was indeed almost completed, so she no longer managed Chu Yunrong and 

concentrated on painting. Chu Yunrong rarely watched Shen Qinglan so conscientiously and carefully. 

When she saw her like this, her eyes suddenly flashed. After a moment of gratitude, she thanked God 

for keeping her awake in time to make up for the shortcomings of the rest of her life, and also thanked 

Shen Qinglan for giving her the opportunity to make up. 

 

After Shen Qinglan finished the painting, Fu Hengyi naturally took her brush and packed it up. 

 

"Mom, is there anything to come this time?" Shen Qinglan sat down next to Chu Yunrong and asked. 

 

Chu Yunrong took out an album from the bag, "The wedding photos of your brother and Xiyao are 

ready. Xiyao means that you have a good vision, so let you choose them first." 

 

Shen Qinglan: ...if you remember correctly, her wedding photos were selected by them together. 

 

Shen Qinglan took the photo album and looked carefully one by one. The underwater wedding photos 

were indeed beautiful and much more beautiful than those taken on land. Shen Qinglan liked one of the 

pictures holding hands in the coral bush, like two free fish , Light can feel the happiness of the two from 

the picture. 

 

"This is good." Shen Qinglan said. 

 

Chu Yunrong nodded, "This is a good one. It's a good choice for setting up the site, but it's not suitable 

for being placed in the room." 

 

Shen Qinglan selected a few more photos, "These are all very good." 

 

Chu Yunrong nodded with satisfaction, "Well, just a few of them, I will show Xi Yao's mother later, and 

then let Xi Yao and Jun Yu make the final choice." 

 

Shen Qinglan naturally has no opinion on this arrangement. After all, this is his brother’s wedding. 

Naturally, it is necessary to follow my own opinion. In the past six months, in addition to Fu Hengyi’s leg 

injury, the Shen family and the Fu family can be described as happy events one after another. . 

 

The old saying is that people are happy and happy, and this is more obvious in Chu Yunrong's body. A 

few days ago, she accompanied Chu Yunrong to Dr. Zhou. Dr. Zhou said that Chu Yunrong's illness has 

been reduced a lot, basically There are no more problems. 

 

"Qinglan, Hengyi, a few days ago, your father's comrades brought some local chickens to our house. I 

asked Songsao to stew soup for you and remember to come over and eat later." Chu Yunrong said. 

 

When Shen Qinglan heard the soup, he suddenly became expressionless. Fu Hengyi smiled gently and 

agreed, "Okay, Mom, wait for me and Qinglan to pass." 



 

After Chu Yunrong left, Fu Hengyi held Shen Qinglan's hand, "If you don't like to drink soup, wait for me 

to help you drink." 

 

Shen Qinglan glanced at him, "Really?" 

 

Fu Hengyi nodded, "Of course, it is an honor to serve my wife." 

 

Shen Qinglan was immediately satisfied, "Fu Hengyi, if you drink soup next time, you have to help me 

drink it. From now on until the child is born, I don’t want to drink soup anymore." The deep disgust is 

absolutely manifested in this point. 

 

Fu Hengyi felt a little distressed to her, "Well, I drink, my wife, you have worked hard." The more she 

became pregnant, the more puffiness of Shen Qinglan's legs became apparent, and the whole person 

seemed to become bloated, but because she was thin This is not obvious in the eyes of outsiders. 

 

Moreover, Shen Qinglan often goes to the toilet, and occasionally cramps in the middle of the night. Fu 

Hengyi stays with her every day. These are all seen in his eyes, and he secretly decides that when his leg 

is injured, he will go to surgery. 

 

Shen Qinglan naturally did not know Fu Hengyi's plan, and Fu Hengyi did not tell her. 

 

Waiting for the evening, the guard sent Fu Hengyi to Shen's house. Shen Junyu had returned from the 

company. He and Fu Hengyi entered the study room as soon as he got home. Han Yi showed Fu Hengyi's 

plan to him last night. He He was also very interested in this plan. Out of the keen sense of the 

businessman, he felt that Fu Hengyi's business plan was completely feasible. 

 

Such a big cake depends on Han Yi and Fu Hengyi, although they can eat it, but Han Yi and Fu Hengyi 

never thought of wanting to swallow. They originally wanted a few brothers to do it together, but Han Yi 

was the only one. 

 

After eating, Chu Yunrong served up the chicken soup prepared by Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi. Shen 

Qinglan gave Fu Hengyi a light look. Fu Hengyi said, "Mom, I want to eat the buckwheat cake made by 

Songsao." 

 

Upon hearing this, Chu Yunrong stood up again, "Yes, I will let Songsao make some for you." Then he 

went to the kitchen. 

 

Fu Hengyi picked up the chicken soup in front of Shen Qinglan and drank it in two or three. Shen Junyu 

looked at the scene in front of him, and said, "Lan Lan, you are wasting Mom’s heart. This chicken soup 

mom stared at the stew for half an afternoon. Now." 

 

Shen Qinglan was unmoved. "If you want to drink the rest of the bowl, you can drink it." 

 



Shen Junyu chuckled, "This is what Ma specially prepared for you and Fu Hengyi. I won't be as good as 

you. You and Hengyi drink more." 

 

Shen Qinglan looked at him with faint eyes, and afterwards he looked back at Chu Yunrong, and turned 

to Chu Yunrong, said, "Mom, brother said that this chicken is very nutritious, ask if you have it, he wants 

to wait later Sister Yao is pregnant, every day stew soup for Sister Yao." 

 

Chu Yunrong heard the words and immediately smiled with a brow, "Yes, your father’s comrade-in-arms 

has a relative in the country who specializes in this, and wants to eat as much as you want. Jun Yu, do 

you drink now, there are still in the pot ." 

 

Shen Junyu shook his head, "Mom, I just finished my meal and can't drink it anymore." 

 

Fu Hengyi still had a bowl of chicken soup in front of him, "Hengyi, is this chicken soup incompatible with 

appetite?" 

 

Fu Hengyi said in a warm voice, "No, this soup is very good, that is, I just drank too much, and I want to 

drink it later." He just helped Shen Qinglan drink a bowl, where to drink it. 

 

Chu Yunrong just said, "It's better to drink the chicken soup while it's hot. If you really can't drink it, just 

wait and drink. I'll let Songsao warm again." 

 

Fu Hengyi nodded with a smile, "Thank you mom." 

 

In a corner that Chu Yunrong couldn't notice, Shen Junyu glanced at Shen Qinglan angrily. He found out 

that since the sister had been married, her heart was biased towards Fu Hengyi and she couldn't pull it 

back. 

 

A smile flashed in Shen Qinglan's eyes. Sometimes his brother was really fun. 

 

Shen Junyu saw the smile in her eyes and smiled indulgently. 

 

Shen Qian just stepped into the house and saw the lively scene in the living room. 

 

"Aqian, why did you come back?" Chu Yunrong asked. Today is not Shen Qian's holiday. 

 

Shen Qian smiled and said, "It's a matter of coming back. Is there food at home? I'm a little hungry." He 

hurried back without even eating dinner. 

 

Chu Yunrong nodded, "Yes, I will let Song help you heat up your food now." 

 

When Chu Yunrong left, Shen Qian looked at Fu Hengyi, "Hengyi, I have something to discuss with you 

when I finish eating." 

 



After hearing this, Shen Qinglan didn't respond. Instead, Shen Junyu asked, "Dad, what is so 

mysterious?" 

 

"The things in the army, I told you that you don't understand." 

 

Shen Junyu shut up and stopped asking. Generally speaking, if Shen Qian said it was a matter in the 

army, it means that the matter could not be said, and he would not ask it again. 

 

Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi looked at each other, and Fu Hengyi shook his head gently, indicating that 

he did not know what Shen Qian was going to tell him. 

 

After finishing his meal, Shen Qian and Fu Hengyi got into the study together, and closed the study door 

tightly. He also told Chu Yunrong not to come in and disturb. Chu Yunrong looked at the closed study 

door and shook his head. , "What's so serious about it? It makes me nervous." 

 

She sat down in the living room. Shen Qinglan and Shen Junyu sat there watching TV. It was a hot variety 

show recently, talking about a few cute girls. Shen Qinglan was not interested in these variety shows. 

This time it was rare to calm down. Watching TV, and watching it with relish. 

 

Chu Yunrong’s original thoughts were in the study, accompanied by Shen Qinglan for a while, and 

suddenly came to be interested. While watching and discussing with Shen Qinglan, "Qinglan, you see 

this little girl is really sensible. It’s cute, and the little boy is also good. It’s more polite to treat people. 

How do you teach the parents of these children how to teach them so well." 

 

In her tone, she was envious and liked. Shen Junyu glanced at it and said, "What is there to envy, when 

the children in Lan Lan's stomach are born, they must be cute and sensible." 

 

Chu Yunrong nodded in agreement, "That is a must. My grandson must be the cutest child in the world." 

 

Shen Junyu chuckled, "Mom, none of the children were born, I don't take you to brag like this." 

 

Chu Yunrong gave him a white look. "Did I say it wrong?" If you dare to say that my grandson is not cute, 

I will follow you endlessly. 

 

Shen Junyu surrendered, "Yes, you are not wrong at all, Lan Lan's children must be the cutest." 

 

The Shen family is talking about the child in the stomach. The Han family and Han Yi are also unable to 

find North. 

 

Han Yi will help Xiao Xuan sit down on the sofa, and then run to the door to take out the shoes to Yu 

Xiao Xuan and put them at her feet, "Come, change these shoes, high heels are not good for children, 

we will Don’t wear it. Tomorrow, I’ll ask someone to replace your high-heeled shoes with flat shoes to 

ensure that they are fashionable and safe, and will not affect your beauty.” 

 



His mouth was grinning, and he had always been this expression since he knew that Yu Xiaoxuan was 

pregnant. 

 

"Han Yi, are you okay?" Yu Xiaoxuan asked. 

 

Han Yi shook his head and smiled broadly, "It's okay, what can I do, I'm happy. What do you want for 

dinner? I asked the aunt to make it for you." This aunt was just in place. Both Han Yi and Yu Xiaoxuan I 

don't like having strangers at home, so I don't have an aunt, I just call the hourly worker to clean the 

house. 

 

"Anyway, I'm not picky." Yu Xiaoxuan said. 

 

Han Yi's expression immediately became serious, "How can you do whatever you want? You are now a 

pregnant woman. It is a very hard thing to give birth to a child. You must not be casual. You must fully 

guarantee your nutrition. Forget it, you are the first. I was pregnant for the first time in this second 

pregnancy. I definitely don’t understand this. This aunt has experience in caring for pregnant women. I 

will let her watch it and try her craft. If we are not satisfied, we will change." 

 

After speaking, I ran to find a new aunt to study the recipe for pregnant women tonight. Yu Xiaoxuan 

lowered his head and looked at his stomach, and that heart really settled down. 

 

Han Yi discussed with her aunt about what to eat tonight and came back immediately. She sat next to Yu 

Xiaoxuan, turned on the computer, glanced at Yu Xiaoxuan, and sat far away. "The computer has 

radiation, which is bad for you. " 

 

"What are you doing?" Yu Xiaoxuan asked curiously. 

 

Han Yi smiled, "I make a pregnancy cycle table, I will complete the form first, and then consult a 

professional doctor, fill in the precautions for pregnancy, put it on the desk, look at each day, and also 

work out a detailed pregnancy period Recipes, your parents are gone, I must take care of you." 

 

Yu Xiaoxuan's eyes were slightly warm, and he almost burst into tears.She He De He Neng, met a man 

like Han Yi. 

 

Han Yi was immersed in his excitement, not aware of Yu Xiaoxuan's emotions. Yu Xiaoxuan touched the 

corners of his eyes and looked at Han Yi, who had broken his mind, with a gentle smile. 

 

** 

 

In the study room of Shen Family, Shen Qian took a serious face and fixedly looked at Fu Hengyi. He 

hadn't spoken for a long time. Fu Hengyi raised an eyebrow. "Dad, just say anything if you have 

anything." 

 

Shen Qian’s eyes were full of dignity, looking at Fu Hengyi, Shen Sheng said, "Hengyi, how much do you 



know about Qinglan’s years away from Shen’s family?" 

 

Digression 

 

What does Shen Qian mean? 

 

No chapters apart, friends of the book city, this is a big chapter, a five-point price of one thousand 

words, a total of nine thousand words 

 

** 

 

Recommend my friend Ye Luowuxin's article "Don't Addictive Addiction: President Meizu's Pet" 

 

When I woke up, a white fox suddenly appeared around me. 

 

Without thinking, Mo Zi stretched out his small hand and stroked the snow-white hair, especially its 

hairy tail. 

 

She never thought that she had touched a man all over her body!And her favorite tail, it turned out to 

be... 

 

[Luhu articles] 

 

Mo Ziyi stroked the white fox in his arms with satisfaction, making a sigh or two from time to time. 

 

The white fox's originally closed eyes suddenly opened, turning into a handsome man. 

 

Mo Ziyi: "Huh? I haven't touched it yet." 

 

Chu Junmo's voice was dumb, and he coaxed, "Obe, wait for you to touch whatever you want." 

 

With that, he caught her cherry lips, and her slender body quickly pressed. 

 

This article is a one-on-one sweet pet, and it continues to burst during pk. 
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Shen Qian’s eyes were full of dignity, looking at Fu Hengyi, Shen Sheng said, "Hengyi, how much do you 

know about Qinglan’s years away from Shen’s family?" 

 

Fu Hengyi's eyes changed slightly, but the expression on his face was calm, and he couldn't see any 

strange things. "Dad, what do you mean?" 
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Shen Qian has been paying attention to the changes in Fu Hengyi’s expression. When he saw it, he was 

unable to grasp his mind for a while. After a moment of hesitation, Shen Qian said, "Qing Lan left the 

house from the age of five and returned to the age of sixteen. I have been wandering outside for eleven 

years, and I do not hide you. After receiving the news from Qinglan, I sent someone to investigate the 

past of Qinglan." 

 

 

These Fu Hengyi are clear, but he does not understand why Shen Qian suddenly told him this, "Dad, 

what do you want to say?" 

 

 

"The information I surveyed at that time showed that except for the experience of being adopted and 

abandoned by a couple in the middle, Qinglan spent the rest of her time in that orphanage, but I believe 

you also see it, and Qinglan knows things A lot, and I know a lot of strange people. It doesn’t look like 

something a kid who grew up in an orphanage would know." 

 

 

Fu Hengyi's face had sunk. He looked straight at Shen Qian. "Dad, what do you mean? You want to say 

that Qing Lan deliberately concealed his identity and returned to the Shen family with ulterior motives?" 

Cool, I believe that if Shen Qian really said that, Fu Hengyi's next words would not be so polite. 

 

 

Sensing Fu Hengyi’s alienation, Shen Qian reluctantly helped her, "Hengyi and Qinglan are my biological 

daughters. I care less about her than you. She has been back to the Shen family for so many years, if I 

really want to do it What, why wait until now, I am calling you in now because there is something to 

show you." 

 

 

Shen Qian took out a document and handed it to Fu Hengyi. Fu Hengyi looked at the document in front 

of him, and a bad hunch filled his heart. 

 

When looking at the contents of the document clearly, Fu Hengyi's face changed instantly, "Dad, where 

did you get this thing from?" 

 

 

Shen Qian's expression was unpredictable, "This was what I just received today, and I sent it to the 

troops." If he hadn't happened to the guard at the time, this letter must have been inspected before 

being sent to his hands. It is an unknown thing whether it is guaranteed that no one will see it. 

 

"So far, only the two of us have seen this thing. Heng Yi. Do you believe the above?" Shen Qian asked. 



This document recorded in detail the time when Shen Qinglan entered the devil's base, and also in the 

devil. The performance of the base even included photos of Shen Qinglan during the trial. His hands 

were full of blood and harvested his life indifferently, like Shura in hell. 

 

 

Shen Qian was shocked when he saw it, and he was stunned on the spot. Fortunately, no one was 

around when he read this document, which is why he hurried back today. 

 

Shen Qian's eyes have always been on Fu Hengyi. When he saw Fu Hengyi's expression, his heart 

suddenly sank. "Do you always know this period of Qinglan's past?" 

 

Fu Hengyi was silent and did not admit it, but did not deny it. This is equivalent to the default behavior. 

Where can Shen Qian not understand? A heart sank directly to the bottom, "When did you know that?" 

 

Fu Hengyi did not answer him, but instead asked, "Dad, now you know what you plan to do?" 

 

This question embarrassed Shen Qian. This is also the question he was thinking about along the way. He 

also asked himself, if what is said in this document is true, what should he do? 

 

Shen Family and Fu Family are in such a status. If Shen Qinglan’s identity is exposed, then don’t say Shen 

Family and Fu Family, that is, the entire country Z will have no place for her, and Shen Family and Fu 

Family will also suffer from it. Implicated. 

 

This is a big scandal and a joke in Beijing. Shen Qian does not care about his future, but he cares about 

the reputation of the Shen family, otherwise he will not investigate Shen Qinglan. 

 

Fu Hengyi stared closely at Shen Qian and spoke slowly, "I want to ask Dad to listen to a story before 

Dad makes a decision. There was a girl in the past. She was born in a wealthy family. She looks very 

beautiful and very Cute, kind and lively, it is the treasure of everyone in the family, the heart, but one 

day, just before the little girl’s fifth birthday, she followed her mother to the street and was abducted by 

traffickers..." 

 

Shen Qian listened quietly, his face changing. 

 

It's been two hours since Fu Hengyi came out of the study. Shen Qinglan looked at him questioningly, 

"What are you talking about for so long?" 

 

Fu Hengyi smiled and said, "It's nothing. Dad asked me something about the soldiers. We talked in-

depth. We forgot the time in a while. Wait a long time?" 

 

"Fortunately, my mom and I are watching TV, which is quite interesting." Shen Qinglan said. Fu Hengyi 

glanced at the TV. It was a picture of a few children, who seemed to be shopping on the street. 

 

"It's not early, we should go back." Fu Hengyi said. 



 

Shen Qinglan nodded, and Shen Junyu stood up, sending Shen Qinglan and Fu Hengyi back home. 

 

Shen Qinglan went to bed, looked at Fu Hengyi, "What's wrong with you? Absent?" 

 

Fu Hengyi looked back, smiled, and raised the book in his hand. "How can I be absent-minded, I'm 

reading a book." 

 

Shen Qinglan: ...Fu Hengyi was reading this page before she entered, and an hour had passed. He was 

still reading this page, but Fu Hengyi refused to say that Shen Qinglan would not ask more. 

 

Fu Hengyi put the book on the bedside table, "Are you sleepy, do you want to sleep?" 

 

"Isn't telling the bedside story today?" Shen Qinglan asked inversely. Fu Hengyi had always been keen to 

tell the bedside story to the children in his stomach. He hadn't fallen almost every night. Tonight Fu 

Hengyi was really abnormal. 

 

Fu Hengyi nodded. "Well, I won't tell a story tonight. Listen to music. It's good for girls to be musicians 

later, gentle lady." 

 

Shen Qinglan was surprised, it was not like what Fu Hengyi would say. 

 

Fu Hengyi took the phone on one side and pressed down. The soothing music immediately poured out 

of the phone and flowed in the room. Fu Hengyi took Shen Qinglan in her arms and kissed her on the 

forehead and belly, softly. Open, "Big baby, good night baby." 

 

Shen Qinglan saw that he closed his eyes, a look of refusal to talk, a flash of contemplation flashed in his 

eyes, Fu Hengyi's abnormality started out in the study, then what happened in the study at night, what 

did Shen Qian tell him? 

 

Shen Qinglan couldn't guess the content of the conversation, but one thing was for sure, the center of 

their conversation was her.If it wasn't for her, Fu Hengyi's performance would not be like this. 

 

"Fu Hengyi." Shen Qinglan yelled, Fu Hengyi's breathing was steady, as if he was really asleep. 

 

Shen Qinglan stared at his eyes for a while, seeing that he really didn't respond, turned around, closed 

his eyes and went to sleep. 

 

It wasn't until Shen Qinglan's breathing stabilized that Fu Hengyi opened his eyes. He took the phone, 

called up Eden's phone, and sent a message. Then he closed his eyes and went to sleep. 

 

** 

 

Shen family. 



 

Shen Qian climbed up from the bed after Chu Yunrong fell asleep, and left the room lightly. He went to 

the study and did not forget to close the door of the study. 

 

There was a wine cabinet in the study, which was made by Shen Junyu. He took a bottle of wine from 

the wine cabinet, opened it, poured a glass, and sat quietly on the sofa, drinking a cigarette between his 

fingers. 

 

Shen Qian is not an alcoholic. He doesn't smoke much on weekdays. It may take a month for a pack of 

cigarettes to be consumed.But from the color of his fingertips, it can be seen that his smoking addiction 

was still quite heavy. 

 

Speaking of which, he would quit smoking because of Shen Qinglan. When he was a child, Shen Qinglan 

was very sensitive to the smell of smoke. As long as he smoked, he would not be allowed to come close. 

Waving his hand, he said, "Dad smells, don't dad." 

 

In one or two visits, Shen Qian gradually gave up smoking in order to be close to her daughter. At that 

time, Chu Yunrong also teased him, saying that he was a daughter slave. She had been married to Shen 

Qian for so many years and persuaded him to quit so many times. The smoke was unsuccessful, and he 

always said that he couldn't quit, but as a result, his daughter gave up. 

 

Shen Qian took a breath and spit out a ring of smoke. What appeared before Shen Qinglan was when 

she was a child. From Chu Yunrong’s pregnancy to birth, to the full moon, to the daytime, to the first 

year of life, to the age of two, three, four, Until five years old, frame by frame, scene by scene, as clear 

as yesterday. 

 

Some things he even remembered more clearly than Chu Yunrong. He wanted it to be because of Shen 

Qinglan’s later disappearance. He may not remember these things so clearly. It was because he lost 

them that he cherished the little memories he left behind. 

 

He drank the glass of wine in one sip and poured another, but the spicy taste of his tongue failed to 

hypnotize his brain. His ears were all the words Fu Hengyi told him at night. 

 

He said, "In her heart, her father was a soldier and a hero who defended the country. She believed that 

her father would save her, so even if she was abducted, she was taken to a strange place. She didn’t cry, 

she was waiting, waiting for the hero to take her home, but in the end she only waited for despair." 

 

He said, "At the age of five, when other children were still spoiling in their mother's arms and crying for 

toys, she knew that tears were the most useless thing in the world, and they would be beaten to death 

without hard work. " 

 

He said, "At the age of seven, when other children were still complaining to the teacher about the 

bullying of certain children with the teacher, she already knew the coldness and cruelty of the people 

covered by the warm blood." 



 

He said, "Eleven years old, when other children are still enjoying their childhood, dreaming of the dream 

of the teenager, she already has a scar on her body, and she has no choice but to die. The journey of 

death." 

 

He said, "At the age of fifteen, when other children were still confusing their first love, and enjoying 

their wanton youth, she had already used her scarred body and a broken heart to win that line of 

freedom for herself. ." 

 

He said, "At sixteen, she was looking forward to her relatives with anticipation, imagining that long-lost 

warmth, she was greeted by a strange home that was replaced by others." 

 

He said, "She is a person struggling in hell, but the person who let her fall into hell knows nothing about 

it, and still silently wondering what purpose this person is going to return to her homeland." 

 

He said, "How cruel this world is to her, let her experience these life that should not belong to her at a 

young age. Seeing her, my heart hurts, does your heart hurt?" 

 

He said, "I can not want this world, no honor for soldiers, no responsibility on my shoulders, just ask for 

her to be left. If there is no place for her here, then I will follow the corner of the world, Huang Qiongbi 

falls, she Is where my soul belongs." 

 

Warm tears flowed down the corners of his already wrinkled eyes, hitting the back of his hand, sinking 

his heart into the sea of suffering, struggling hard, but unable to get salvation. 

 

He stretched his hand to cover his chest, Qinglan, my Qinglan, it’s Dad’s fault, Dad is sorry for you, 

Qinglan, what should Dad do to make up for everything you are missing? 

 

I have imagined countless possibilities. I have thought that the very human ability you have is because of 

the legendary experience, but I never expected you to struggle so desperately in places where I cannot 

see. 

 

Qinglan, my daughter, what should you do to dad? 

 

The man didn't shed tears, but he didn't reach his heart. 

 

** 

 

Early the next morning, Chu Yunrong didn't see Shen Qian when she got up. She looked around and saw 

no people. After thinking about it, she called Shen Qian, but Shen Qian's cell phone ringtone was passed 

from the bedroom. Come, that is to say, Shen Qian did not go out at all. 

 

Thinking about where this person went, I saw Shen Junyu coming out of the room, "Jun Yu, have you 

seen your dad?" 



 

Shen Junyu shook his head, "I just got up, did I go out for a run?" 

 

Chu Yunrong thought about it, and it was not without this possibility. Shen Qian did have the habit of 

morning exercises. 

 

"Then ignore him, let's go to dinner first, I asked Xi Yao's mother to go shopping today." 

 

Shen Junyu also wants to meet Han Yi today, and then sets off to Linshi to pick up the two old men. 

 

The mother and son were eating, and Shen Qian came down from the upstairs. Chu Yunrong discovered 

him first, "So you are here, why didn't I find you just now?" 

 

Shen Qian's hangover overnight, coupled with poor sleep, and energy was no longer comparable to 

young people. At the moment, he looked a little haggard. Hearing Chu Yunrong's words, he smiled and 

said, "Last night, I remembered that there was something that I didn't do. I went to the study, and 

worried about affecting your sleep, I went directly to the study." 

 

He sat down next to Chu Yunrong, Chu Yunrong sniffed his nose, frowned, "Did you smoke and drink?" 

 

Shen Qian lowered her head and sniffed, "Is it heavy? Then I'll go take a shower first." Then I stood up 

and turned upstairs. 

 

Chu Yunrong stopped him, "You have eaten breakfast first." 

 

Shen Qian didn't seem to hear her and went straight into the bedroom.Chu Yunrong and Shen Junyu 

glanced at each other, "What's wrong with your dad?" 

 

Shen Junyu shrugged, "You don't know how I would know?" He had a lot of things today, quickly 

resolved the breakfast and left. 

 

After Chu Yunrong had finished his meal, he didn't see Shen Qian coming down, so he had to go upstairs 

to find him. Shen Qian was sitting on the bed and turning over the album. 

 

Chu Yunrong's probe glanced at Shen Qinglan's childhood photo album, which had been locked in a box 

before, but was later taken out. "How come I remember reading this? I didn't eat any food." 

 

Shen Qian smiled, "Probably old. I dreamt about Qinglan when I was a child last night. Think about how 

fast time passes. Qinglan is going to be a mother, and we are old too." 

 

Chu Yunrong smiled and nodded, "Yeah, we are old, and soon our grandson came out. It's a wonderful 

thing to think about it." 

 

"Yun Rong, you said that if time can go back in time, back to Qinglan's childhood, let us grow up with 



her." He will protect her well and not let her be hurt a little. 

 

The smile on Chu Yunrong's face faded, "Aqian, do you have any concerns?" 

 

Shen Qian shook his head and smiled, "It's okay, just dreamed last night, and sighed. The years are not 

forgiving. I will return to the army this afternoon. I will go to see Qinglan." 

 

Shen Qian went downstairs with his hands on his back, and Chu Yunrong looked at Shen Qian’s back. He 

always felt weird today. He cleaned up the bedroom and walked into the study. The room was full of 

smoke and alcohol. Chu Yun Rong frowned, opened the study curtains, and opened the windows to 

ventilate, only to find that the floor was full of cigarette butts and wine bottles. 

 

"This is how much you drink. When you are young, you don't want to think about your body. It's just 

nonsense." Chu Yunrong muttered on his mouth, but his eyes were full of worry. 

 

Today's husband is absolutely abnormal, but he is unwilling to tell himself what happened, and can only 

guess on his own, which makes Chu Yunrong very uneasy. 

 

On the other side, when Shen Qian went to Fu's house, Shen Qinglan hadn't gotten up, only to see Fu 

Hengyi, and the two entered the study room very well.It was an hour after the two of them came out of 

the study again, and Shen Qinglan just got up. 

 

Seeing Shen Qian, Shen Qinglan was a little surprised, "Dad, why did you come here so early?" 

 

Shen Qian smiled gently, "Come and rub breakfast, my dad hasn't had breakfast with you for a long 

time." 

 

Shen Qinglan raised her eyebrows and looked at Fu Hengyi. They always felt that the two were hiding 

something about her and smiled, "Dad, then have breakfast." 

 

During the meal, Shen Qian peeled an egg and placed it in Shen Qinglan's bowl. He said, "Eat an egg in 

the morning and add protein." 

 

"Thank you dad." 

 

After the meal, Shen Qian spent a long time at Fu's house again, chatting with Shen Qinglan homely until 

he received a call before leaving. Shen Qinglan looked at Fu Hengyi, "I don't think Dad is a little strange 

today?" 

 

Fu Hengyi asked lightly, "What's strange?" 

 

Shen Qinglan shook his head, "I don't know, if I can't say it, I feel weird." 

 

Fu Hengyi laughed, "Dad cares about you?" 



 

Shen Qinglan stared at him, "You know I don't mean that." 

 

"Don't think about it, you are pregnant now, and your dad is in the army all year round. I can't see you. I 

love you to go home on vacation. It is normal to care and care." Fu Hengyi advised her. 

 

Shen Qinglan was not originally a tangled person, shook his head, "probably really I think too much." 

 

"By the way, I'll go out next time." Fu Hengyi said suddenly. 

 

"Where to go?" 

 

"Go to Han Yi and discuss something." 

 

Shen Qinglan didn't care, just said, "Come back early." 

 

** 

 

Eden's home. 

 

Eden looked at the man on the sofa in shock, "You said that Ann's father already knew her past 

identity?" 

 

Fu Hengyi sullenly nodded, "Yes, yesterday he received an anonymous email with Qinglan's information 

and even photos." 

 

"Impossible!" Eden said. "When we left there, Enxi had destroyed all the materials. Even if we couldn't 

find them, how could there be any?" 

 

It was just that he was silent as soon as he finished speaking, and now he has it, not only has it, but even 

has reached Shen Qian's hands. 

 

"What now, Ann's father's attitude?" Eden asked. 

 

"He is Qinglan's biological father in the end. He doesn't care about Qinglan. I'm looking for you today to 

ask you to investigate who sent this thing." Fu Hengyi said. 

 

Eden pondered for a moment, and said, "The one who can know Ann's identity, even the information, 

there is only one person in this world." 

 

Who is this person?It is precisely because of this that Fu Hengyi needed the help of Eden and others. His 

legs have not recovered yet, and many things are very weak. 

 

"You leave it to me, I will find a way to find out, as for Ann's father..." 



 

"He can rest assured." 

 

Eden is not at all relieved. It is difficult for people like them to really trust a person. Their trust in each 

other is also a result of many years of life and death tests, and it has slowly come together. 

 

If one more person knows Shen Qinglan’s identity, there is one more danger, not to mention that Shen 

Qian is a person with the highest honor in the family in Enxi’s investigation.But he also believes what Fu 

Hengyi said, how this man treats Shen Qinglan, they all see it. 

 

"An used to tell Yan Anbang about her identity before, and now someone sent her information to Shen 

Qian, do you say there is a connection between the two?" Eden suddenly thought of Enxi and Shen 

Qinglan before going to Nancheng Looking for Yan Anbang. 

 

Fu Hengyi's face narrowed and looked at Eden. "You said Qinglan told Yan Anbang his identity?" 

 

Eden nodded and told the story of Fu Hengyi. Fu Hengyi's eyes were very dark, as if he could not see the 

abyss. 

 

"Yan Anbang can't get such detailed information. I'm afraid Allen did it." Fu Hengyi said in a deep voice.If 

you don’t have those photos, Yan Anbang still has the possibility, but those photos are not so easy to 

find. 

 

** 

 

Ten days before the time went back, a manor in country Y. 

 

Allen was not there. He went to the capital, but he didn't take her with him.Promise quietly opened the 

door of the dungeon, looked at the woman behind him, and said, "Are you looking for me?" 

 

Qin Yan looked at the promise, looked at it carefully, and nodded, seemingly relieved, "Looking at your 

face, you know that you have been pretty good recently, so my mother will be relieved." 

 

Seeing that Qin Yan was about to show her motherly heart again, she promised to turn around and 

would leave, Qin Yan stopped her, "Wait." 

 

The promised footsteps paused slightly and said, "If you want me to let you go, don't say grandma won't 

do that." 

 

Qin Yan chuckled, "You are really loyal to Alan. You do what Alan asks you to do. Promise, did you 

forget, I am still your mother, I took you out of the orphanage You have grown up so big, if it were not 

for me, could you have yours today?" 

 

Promise turned around and looked at Qin Yan quietly, "So should I thank you? If it were not for you, 



maybe I would grow up lonely in an orphanage because my education was not enough to go to society 

and I couldn't find a good job and I had a hard time living; Maybe I will be adopted by another family 

and have a healthy and complete family, but no matter what kind, it is better than now. What am I now? 

A person who always lives in the dark, full of blood, even It’s not clear with life." 

 

Qin Yan's face changed slightly, "but you met Allen." 

 

"Yeah, I met Allen, but who can tell you, Allen is lucky or unfortunate? Qin Yan, you are my adoptive 

mother, but you are also the demon who pushed me into this fire pit , You know? The person I hate the 

most in this world is you except Shen Qinglan, and I wish I could punish you. 

 

Qin Yan didn’t be afraid when she heard this, but instead smiled, “It’s my daughter who finally showed 

her small paws. Yes, that’s good. If you can put your words into practice, it’s better. Promise, Remember 

my words, if a woman’s heart is not cruel enough, anyone in this world can bully." 

 

Promise was expressionless, and she didn’t know whether she remembered it or not. Qin Yan didn’t 

remember whether she remembered it or not, “I’m here to come to you today or not to come back to 

you, promise, you hate Shen Qinglan, I’m now giving You have completely destroyed Shen Qinglan with 

one chance, do you want it?" 

 

Do you want it?As if it was the temptation from the devil of hell, the promised eyes changed slightly. 

The name Shen Qinglan is a synonym for pain in the promised world. If it were not for her existence, 

why would she fall in love with Allen hard. 

 

"What do you want to do?" promised mutely. 

 

A satisfaction flashed in Qin Yan's eyes, and she knew that the promise would not give up this 

opportunity, "Do you know the charm?" 

 

Charm is a legend of the Devil's base, but it is also a taboo. She naturally knows what she thinks of, and 

promises to look at Qin Yan in a fixed manner, "Shen Qinglan is charm?" 

 

"Well, it's not too stupid." Qin Yan nodded. "What you have to do is to make the identity of the charm 

public, and you don't need to do it yourself by then. The people on the road can make Shen Qinglan take 

care of himself. ." 

 

Promised to be silent, hesitant, Qin Yan sneered, really unable to support A Dou, her words were as 

clear as she said, and she still had to think about it, "I will give you the opportunity, do not do it, you can 

think clearly, I can I am sure to tell you that Shen Qinglan will not die one day, Alan will not forget her 

one day, and you will only be a shadow without a sense of existence in Alan’s eyes." 

 

The promised eyes were changing, obviously she was excited about Qin Yan's words, but in a flash, she 

regained her consciousness, "I won't do it." If Shen Qinglan's identity is really exposed, Alan will never 

stand by. The enemies swarming will not only destroy Shen Qinglan, but Alan will not be spared. She is 



Shen Qinglan dead, but she doesn’t want Allen to be injured because of this, and if Allen knows she did 

this, she will not Let her go. 

 

Thinking this way, promised Qin Yan's eyes suddenly changed, "Do you want Shen Qinglan to die or Alan 

to die?" 

 

Qin Yan naturally didn’t want Allen to die. Allen was Karl’s only child and the only person in the world 

who still remembered Karl except her. How could she afford Allen to die, eight years ago, she spent so 

much It took Kungfu to rescue Alan. 

 

"Promise, do you know why Alan doesn’t like you? Not because you are not beautiful enough, or 

because you are not capable enough, but because you are not courageous enough, you are afraid of 

doing things, and worry too much." Seeing her face changed, Qin Yan slowed down After a slow tone, he 

continued, "But I understand you, and what you say is not unreasonable. If Shen Qinglan's identity is 

known to everyone, then Allen will also be implicated. So simple, you will take Shen Qinglan's The 

identity told the Shen family that her mother was mentally ill and could not be stimulated. If she knew 

that her daughter was a killer, she would not be able to withstand this stimulation. Her father was also a 

family-oriented person. And her husband is even simpler. How could a military man want a wife like her. 

What does it mean for her identity to be exposed, do I need to say more?" 

 

This means that Shen Qinglan no longer has a place in the capital, she will become everyone's 

abandoned child, a sad person, thinking of this, promised to be very excited. 

 

"They will not believe me without evidence," promised. 

 

Even Shen Qinglan’s identity is unknown to her. It can be seen that Alan’s confidentiality is strong, and 

the materials related to Shen Qinglan are probably destroyed. 

 

"Who said there was no evidence, the evidence was in the safe in Allen's bedroom." Qin Yan threw a 

bomb. 

 

Promise looked at her in shock, but quickly reacted, looking at Qin Yan's eyes with suspicion, "How can 

you know this?" 

 

Qin Yan smiled. She was surrounded by Allen's people. Can't Allen's people be beside her? 

 

"You don't need to know this, you only need to know, get that information and send it to the Shen 

family, debunk Shen Qinglan's identity, let her lose everything she is now, you can see her look of pain 

and despair." Qin Yan said lightly Said. 

 

Promising eyes flashed slightly and looked at Qin Yan, "What's the password for the safe?" 

 

Qin Yan sneered, "If I told you the password, what would you do?" She asked someone to send the 

information to the Shen family. 



 

Promise her lips, "I know, I will get that information." After that, she turned around and left. She didn't 

know that Qin Yan was using her, but as long as she could make Shen Qinglan feel bad, she would be 

happy to use it in this way. . 

 

"Wait, promise." Qin Yan stopped her again. "I helped you so much, shouldn't you vote for the peach?" 

 

Promise to stay still without turning around, "I won't let you go out, I can't violate Allen's orders." 

 

Qin Yan's eyes chilled instantly, "Promise, I am your adoptive mother." 

 

"Yes, I never deny that you are, so I will let you send you some rich meals, and I will never treat you 

badly." Promise said and left, Qin Yan looked at the shut down fiercely. The door seemed to have 

quenched poison. 

 

Promise lingered in the castle's living room for a long time. His eyes swept upstairs from time to time, 

and he was motionless. Peter came in and saw the promise and said, "Promise, why are you sitting here 

alone?" 

 

Promise glanced at Peter expressionlessly, without opening, but turned around and walked out. Peter 

shrugged and didn't care, saying hello to the butler, "Hey, butler, I'm going to the thing in Allen's room. 

Am I going together?" 

 

The housekeeper nodded. Allen's room was not allowed to come and go at will when he was absent. 

Even when the Filipino maid cleaned the house, they needed two people to watch. Peter pouted. Allen 

was too guarded and deserved no friends. 

 

Peter went in and took a book on the table, which he put here a few days ago. 

 

Before leaving, he glanced out of the window and saw that Promise was downstairs, as if planning to 

pick flowers. Peter greeted her in exchange for a cold promise. 

 

"Housekeeper, you just said that Alan himself was cold, even the people who trained him were so cold, 

he didn't look at all popular." Peter complained to the housekeeper, but the housekeeper didn't speak, 

like a wooden stake like a pestle over there. 

 

Peter sighed, "I forgot that you are also an ice cube. This castle is either a lunatic or a fool, or a pillar, 

and only me is a normal person. You said that I got on Allen's thief ship. "" As he walked, he shattered 

his thoughts. The housekeeper followed him and left the room, not forgetting to lock the men, and gave 

the key to Peter. 

 

There are two insurances in the Allen room. When he is on weekdays, there are no precautions. This 

room is no different from an ordinary bedroom, but if he leaves, the security measures in this room will 

be activated immediately. One of them The precaution is that there are two keys in the door of his 



room. Except that he can come in with his fingerprints, other people need to bring both keys at the 

same time. 

 

It was three o'clock in the night, and promised to open his eyes on time, jumped from the bed, and wore 

a black suit.She quietly opened the window of the room and stepped out of the window. 

 

There is no one outside the castle at the moment. She has lived here for a long time. She naturally 

knows where there are cameras in the castle and which are the blind spots for monitoring. Her figure 

shuttles through the night and quickly avoids all the cameras and comes to Allen. Outside the window of 

the room, Allen’s room was on the third floor. He promised to look up at that room, and took out an 

eagle grab hook, and flicked it to the balcony of Allen’s room. 

 

Promise is like a flexible monkey, quickly climbed up to the balcony, the door of the balcony was locked 

from the inside, and could not be opened from the outside, she pulled a hairpin out of her hair, and 

pulled out a A thin wire, and the lock was opened three or two times. The door of this balcony was 

damaged by Allen a few days ago. Although it was replaced, it is not the original one. It does not have 

any high-tech means. The door guard is enough for the average person, but for the promise, it does not 

have any difficulty at all. 

 

Promised to enter the room and looked around. Her eyes were fixed in a corner. She was familiar with 

the layout of Alan’s room. There were only two places where she could put a safe without being noticed. 

 

Promise walked towards the northeast corner and looked up at the painting on the wall. It was painted 

by Shen Qinglan. Allen bought it from an auction. It has been hanging here. No one else is allowed to 

touch it. Promise reached out and raised it. A corner of the painting. 

 

Digression 

 

Recommend a good friend Changshengmen's "Top Giants: Reborn Belly Black Wife" 

 

She was a wealthy girl, but she was framed and died for a lifetime. 

 

Once reborn, she opened her eyes and slaughtered the boss of the family's head, and slaughtered all the 

people who witnessed her "borrowing the dead to the soul". 

 

As soon as I turned around, I raised a small, domineering and exposed face, and went home intimately 

with my sister-in-law, who is famous throughout the country. 

 

What is "Crushing Destruction"? 

 

She let the motherland learn a four-character word---Fast Four! 

 

In the arena, the first general of the empire was conquered. 

 



Outside the arena, she was elegant and sturdy. 

 

In the box where Quan Gui gathered, he raised her eyebrows and smiled at her, his eyes deep and 

meaningful: "Come, sit on my lap." 

 

Everyone's face changed! 

 

She looked up, smiling, and hiding needles in her eyes: "What are you talking about?" 

 

He insisted, pointing at his thighs, quietly: "Wife's exclusive, none other than you." 

 

Pooh! 

 

The ghost is nothing but you! 

 


